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The purpose of this research is to understand how physical characteristics of 
parks with a particular focus on different levels of enclosure affect park usage level 
and user patterns in the city of Al-Ain, UAE. Parks in Al Ain are present in different 
parts of the city and provide plenty of opportunities for leisure and recreation. Despite 
this diversity, parks located within the inner city area remain the most popular among 
the residents of Al-Ain, and have expanded significantly in the last few years. 
Specifically, this thesis aims to understand how the levels of usage and the behavioural 
patterns of the park users vary at parks of different levels of enclosure.  
In order to achieve the aforementioned aim, data from two different parks with 
different levels of enclosure are considered. Data from the two parks is compared and 
the effects of several factors on a visitor’s choices are explored. This research includes 
an exploration of who visits the parks, activities taking place and their locations. The 
investigation also explores people perception thoughts and concerns about their use of 
parks.  
Data analysed in this research is collected through field observations and 
interviews with park users. ArcGIS was the primary tool used for coding and mapping 
the people’s behaviour and identifying patterns and related to a given park’s usage. 
Survey questionnaire and interviews were used to understand people’s thoughts and 
perceptions and how different park characteristics could influence their use of the park.  
Results of this research will enhance the understanding of how people 
experience the different park characteristics and different levels of enclosure. In the 
future, this might serve as a guide for the city council to better design and organise 
parks and in turn avoid exclusion of some groups from park use and would enhance 
the overall experience of users. 
 







Title and Abstract (in Arabic) 
الزیارات و رضا الزوار: دراسھ مقارنھ تصمیم الحدائق العامة و تـاثیره على مستوى 
 لحدیقتي الجاھلي والسلیمي بمدینة العین في دولھ اإلمارات العربیھ المتحدة
 صالملخ
    یھدف ھذا البحث الى التعرف على الكیفیة التي تؤثر بھا الخصائص والممیزات الطبیعیة  
ستوى ونمط التردد على ھذه ات في مللحدائق العامة والمنتزھات بمدینة العین بدولة االمار
  المنتزھات.
تشتھر مدینة العین بتنوع حدائقھا ومنتزھاتھا، والتي تمثل أھم معالمھا، حیث تعتبر اصول        
طبیعیة وثقافیة تستقطب الزوار من أجل الراحة والترفیھ. إن ازدیاد التنوع والتمدد للحدائق العامة 
االخیرة، یستدعي ادارتھا بمستوى فعال وناجح، وھذا  والمنتزھات بالمدینة، خاصة في السنوات
یتطلب الحصول على بیانات موثوقة ومجمعة على اسس علمیة عن مستوى التردد ونمط وسلوك 
المترددین على ھذه الحدائق  وفقا لخصائصھا الطبیعیة، وھذا یمثل جانب اساسي من مقاصد ھذه 
 الدراسة.
جمع بیانات عینة من حدیقتین عامتین بالمدینة. ھاتان الحدیقتان للوصول الى ھدف البحث، تم         
تختلفان من حیث الخصائص الطبیعیة. وبناء على البیانات المجمعة أجریت دراسة مقارنة عن 
النوعین من الحدائق  لمعرفة العوامل المؤثرة في تردد  الزائر على أحد النوعین دون غیره ، 
 وانشطتھم في كل حدیقة. والتحقق من سلوكیات المترددین
في تجمیع بیانات  interviewوالمقابلة   observationلقد تم تبني اسلوبي المشاھدة  
 mappingوالرصد  codingفي الترمیز  ArcGis الدراسة، حیث استخدمت اداة المشاھدة 
ھة جلسلوك وانشطة المترددین على الحدائق، والتعرف على نمط استخدام مرافق كل حدیقة. من 
أخرى، ومن خالل اجراء مقابالت مع الزوار تم الوقوف على آراء الزوار وانطباعاتھم عن 
 خصائص كل حدیقة.
إن نتائج ھذا البحث ستؤدي الى فھم أعمق للكیفیة التي یقوم على اساسھا زوار حدائق مدینة   
وھذا  ى نوع دون آخر.العین بالتمییز بین ھذه الحدائق، ووفقا ألي العوامل یقومون على التردد عل
، دون شك، سیكون عامل مھم في دعم متخذي القرار في شأن تصمیم وتنظیم الحدائق والمنتزھات 
 العامة في المدینة مستقبال.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Open spaces are spaces located between buildings, which have a number of 
roles, they work as connections between surrounding environments, they provide a 
sense of direction by integrating and organising different places and elements and they 
also provide an aesthetic sense by involving attractive surroundings and creating visual 
surprises (Payne, 2009). Open spaces include greenways, parks, rivers, gardens, 
plazas, and waterfronts. They are defined broadly as exposed public areas not covered 
by any structures. The design of open spaces goes far beyond providing just a crossing 
place; it should also be a healing environment. 
Public parks are considered special places that have come to be regarded as 
natural and cultural assets attracting many local, national and international visitors. In 
order for the management of these assets to be effective and successful, it is necessary 
to obtain information about who the visitors are, why they visit and to what extent they 
are satisfied with the park spaces. This knowledge then allows managers to manage 
state parks and accordingly increases the likelihood of the ‘best’ facilities and services 
for meeting visitor needs rather than management decisions being the result of ad hoc 
decisions by managers (Wardell & Moore 2005). 
The UAE widely considers public spaces. To support the planning and design 
of such open space for diverse public use, the Abu Dhabi Government established a 
series of guidelines through “The Abu Dhabi Public Realm Design Manual” (PRDM), 
with the aim of designing public spaces to express the traditional Arab culture while 






exterior places classified into the following categories: parks, streetscapes, waterfronts 
and public places.  
The Abu Dhabi Public Realm Design Manual was commissioned by Abu 
Dhabi Urban Planning Council (UPC) to create a safe and comfortable active mixed 
use areas enhanced through high-quality architecture and streetscape design, to 
respond to the climate and environment of Abu Dhabi. Open space should attract 
people and encourage park use through its greenery and other natural and recreational 
elements, and also through the appropriate degree of enclosure. While the former is 
widely explored, its relation to the latter is less investigated.  
Enclosure’s essential function has been highly emphasised from the beginning 
of definitions of outdoor space. Norberg-Schulz (1968), suggests that the brain has a 
fast response to spatial enclosure because safety is an important function of the 
environment. This was later supported by scientific research, that when a region in the 
human brain was identified as specifically responding to enclosure (Vartanian et al., 
2015). Under such circumstances, park use and visitation patterns might vary 
according to different configurations of enclosure. 
Al-Ain city is known as the Garden City of UAE for its notable levels of 
greenery and therefore public parks are widely considered and classified according to 
their scale, accessibility and degree of enclosure. Al-Ain Municipality is devoted to 
helping, effectively manage, and administrate the park within the city. One of its 
missions is to promote and advance the public parks for their own significance, as well 
as for their important contributions to the UAE environment, heritage, and economy. 
This goes in parallel with the government responsibility of working to adapt new 






Dhabi Emirate.  The main objective of this research is to conduct a comparative study 
between two (open and gated) public parks of Al-Ain city to investigate how physical 
characteristics of parks could affect people’s usage. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The government of Abu Dhabi’s aspiration is developing a professionally 
designed urban environment at the city capital Abu Dhabi, the development also 
included the eastern and western regions of Abu Dhabi, Al Gharbia and Al Ain 
regions. This includes improving the quality of the public realm to meet the needs of 
people with different backgrounds, interests and age groups. The vision also has 
intentions to open up a number of fenced (enclosed) public parks around the city. 
According to UPC officials, numerous stakeholder meetings and consultations have 
been conducted for improving the quality of the public realm. Moreover, it is important 
to mention that Al Ain comprises a high proportion of Emirati citizens compared to 
other regions of the city. This research provides valuable information about the effects 
of the different physical characteristics of parks and the degree to which openness 
might affect park usage. This could assist decision makers to evaluate the effectivness 
of park design programs. The research will also highlight the Emirati people’s use of 
public parks.   
1.3 Research Objectives 
The main objectives of this research are the following: 
o Explore the major nodes of attractions within the parks 
o Discover the different type of users 






o Investigate people’s levels of satisfaction 
1.4 Research Questions 
The main research question is how could the different levels of enclosure affect 
park use and users? In addition to the main question the research will also explore the 
following additional questions: 
o How could the design of parks affect people’s main gathering nodes? 
o How are the peoples activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 
o To what extent are the design characteristics of a public parks and type of users 
related?  
o What are the visitor’s levels of satisfaction and opinions towards the parks? 
1.5 Thesis Structure  
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:  
Chapter 2 provides a thorough literature review of the topics covered in this thesis. 
The first section introduces the reader to the public parks; this is discussed from several 
perspectives, including several benefits of public parks. Next is a briefing about 
different characteristics of public parks. This is followed by another briefing about the 
different uses of public parks by different users. The chapter also covers a discussion 







Chapter 3 includes an overview on the site selection method and criteria. The chapter 
will also include a comprehensive discussion of the different methods and tools and 
techniques used in this research.  
Chapter 4 describes the data compiled in this study. It first discusses the general trends 
obtained from the observations. Then it includes the in-depth analysis of the data 
collected through the behavioural maps and the interview analysis.  
Chapter 5 includes a summary of the results of the analysis. The main findings of the 
research and their implications are presented and discussed. The chapter will discuss 








Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Urban space designers have made significant contribution to the conceptual, 
theoretical, and practical knowledge on the use of public places. Over the last few 
decades, research on the design of urban spaces has developed significantly. 
Researchers who identified activity patterns informed urban planners and designers in 
developing urban spaces to suit user needs (Cooper & Francis, 1998). 
Many people and professionals, consider that the design of a space is what 
often makes that specific space successful. It is not just a one-time procedure that 
happens when creating a new park or space, but also an approach to solving problems 
and an integral part of the ongoing development of urban public spaces. Montgomery 
(1998), believes that designing and developing urban public spaces is a long-term 
process. A thorough exploration of how different factors and characteristics could 
influence the use of a public space and the frequency of visits will be required.  
As previously mentioned the aim of this research is to investigate people’s use 
of Public Park and their satisfaction. The research outlines the prospective theoretical 
and methodological contribution to public park design through the exploration of the 
people’s behavioural patterns. 
Literature on urban public spaces provide theories that intend to prescribe how 
to create public spaces that would promote better usage. Such theories are traced 
through the concepts and theories of the key thinkers in this field. Kevin Lynch’s 1960 
“Image of the City” for example described and evaluated the built environment by 
looking at how people can orient themselves in cities while also defining the physical 







In relation to Lynch’s work, Relph (1976) and Canter (1977) also investigated 
the factors that influence the design of a place. Later, Punter (1991) and Montgomery 
(1998) intended to explore the reasons why certain places could be used more than 
others, and how the characteristics of a place can be improved. They believe that this 
improvement can be achieved through a set of principles. These principles are related 
to 3 main elements of a place: its physical setting, the various activities taking place 
in it, and the meaning or the significance of that place. 
William Whyte and Jan Gehl are the two main pioneers who contributed to the 
methodological research of public spaces. Whyte and Gehl who looked at the behavior 
and interaction of users in public spaces in New York and Scandinavian cities added 
many useful design principles in the design of open spaces. Both, Whyte and Gehl, 
believed that successful public spaces support thriving communities. They both also 
believed that understanding the way spaces are used is the best way to understanding 
what makes them work (Gehl, 2011; Whyte, 1980). Ittleson et al. (1970) also 
contributed to the methodological research of public space by introducing the “activity 
map” which involves recording the patterns of peoples’ activities within a space on a 
map.  
This chapter aims to cover the major theories and concepts related to urban 
park development, characteristics, the design and use of parks.  It also attempts to 
cover concept and studies related to perceived enclosure of the public parks with a 
particular attention to the physical and social dimensions of the urban parks identified 
by key researchers in the urban design field. Finally, a theoretical framework based on 






be part of the methodological framework developed in the following chapter and will 
be applied in the selected case study. 
2.1 Urban Public Parks 
Public urban spaces, in general, are areas made up by the built environment or 
the external environment between the buildings. These external spaces are mainly 
classified into two categories named as: “grey spaces” and “green spaces”. Grey spaces 
are typically paved or hard landscaped areas with a civic function, such as urban 
squares or plazas, market places and other. Green spaces, on the other hand, are 
characterized to be open spaces that are strongly connected to nature, and must always 
be heavily planted to be as ‘naturalistic’ as possible (Low, S., Taplin, D., & Scheld, 
S., 2009). Examples of green spaces include parks and gardens, amenity green space 
and other functional green space. This research intends to concentrate on urban public 
parks. The Figure 2.1 below illustrates these categories. 
 









Galen Cranz refers to the importance of parks as follows, 
 
‘those with an interest in the character of urban life should seize on parks as 
one of the vehicles for the realization of their particular visions, and debate 
around parks should revolve around those visions’, even to the extent that parks 
can become ‘a perfect world in miniature, one that provides norms for the 
larger world to live up to’ (Wright, 2013, P24).  
 
Public parks and recreation offer a huge value to citizens and the country. Their 
use and contribution to urban quality of life as a source of local identity, territory 
landmarks and as symbols of continuity and stability is undeniable. Public parks are 
also places for recreation and a source inspiration away from the city’s hustle and 
bustle. In the Early 19th century, visionaries believed that parks should be accessible 
for most city residents, especially those who don’t have the ability to escape to the 
countryside (Pawlikowska-Piechotka, 2008). 
The development of urban parks went across four stages starting from the mid-
19th century. Frederick Law Olmsted was the first to introduce the shift from viewing 
parks as just landscapes for the high-income classes to places that provide numerous 
health benefits. Parks were then seen as settings for active recreation, venues to 
commune with nature, settings for social interaction of all classes, and opportunities 
for shared civic identity (Bachin, 2003; Cranz, 1989). In the mid-19th century parks 
were considered as “pleasure grounds by the American park development. 
The next phase in park development took place in the 20th century which was 
called the playground reform movement. Social workers and others concerned with 






activity for health and importance of play in childhood development. Therefore, they 
worked to install playgrounds in crowded wards for social and recreation needs 
(Bachin, 2003; Cranz & Boland, 2004). This movement created the precedent for many 
park playground designs that are still in use until today. 
By the mid-1960s the recreation facilities were introduced, which included 
activities for all age groups. Parks at that period came to be viewed as an expected 
feature of urban life (Cranz & Boland, 2004). Accordingly, the park systems of major 
U.S. cities, such as, Chicago and San Francisco grew as they responded to the increase 
in demand for park and recreation services. The term “open space” was introduced by 
the mid-1960s, along with the introduction of the new idea of parks being wide open 
spaces where “anything goes” (Cranz & Boland, 2004). The Parks during this era became 
gathering places for new activities reflecting the culture and as places where different 
types of celebrations could take place. 
2.2 The Importance of Urban Parks 
Urbanization is one of the main causes of the increasing signs of environmental 
stress. However, the design and enhancement of public parks or green spaces do have 
the potential to ease the effects of urbanization in a sustainable way, by making cities 
more attractive to live in. Public green spaces or urban parks have a large number of 
benefits including health, social, environmental and economic.   
Social: green spaces offer important opportunities for people social life. They are 
places where they can make contact with nature, exercising by getting involvement in 
any passive or active recreation. Green spaces are also good places to be involved in 
many cultural and community activities (Germann-Chiari & Seeland, 2004). This 






Health: the environmental and social benefits that green spaces bring in themselves 
create further physical and mental health benefits for individuals and communities. 
Research findings reveal increasing parks and green spaces have substantial benefits 
mental health and physical activity (Jackson, 2003; Takano, Nakamura, & Watanabe, 
2002). 
Environmental: green spaces contribute to the quality of the environment in a number 
of ways. They play an important part in wildlife and habitat conservation. They also 
contribute to landscape and cultural heritage. Green spaces also helps improve the 
urban climate by improving urban air quality, and reducing noise levels (Forest 
Research, 2010). 
 
Economic: green spaces can help to attract and increase investment. They also help 
retain businesses, and create employment opportunities. Also another benefit is to 
support tourism and to increase the value and marketability of the nearby property 
(Choumert, Oueslati, & Salanié, 2008). 
2.3 Park Design Characteristics 
The quality of public spaces and different physical forms are the important 
elements that express the civilization of any city. The physical characteristics of 
public parks similar public spaces are the key elements that would influence the use 
and type of activities occurring in that place. In his research, Lynch (1960) identified 
a number of physical elements as: paths, edges, districts, nodes and landmarks which 
contribute to configure the image of a city (Lynch, 1960), and described the public 






Public parks in general according to Carr et al. (1992), are characterized by 
terms or use and design in three main categories: being “meaningful” by allowing 
people to create rich attachments to the place, “Democratic” by being a place which is 
totally accessible for all user groups as well as protecting their rights, and 
“Responsive” by addressing the people needs (Carmona, Tiesdell, Heath, & Oc, 2010). 
These characteristics require a number of attributes that may encourage park use that 
are related to the urban form, architecture and landscape (McCormack, Rock, Toohey, 
& Hignell, 2010): 
Safety: safety in several studies has been identified as an important prerequisite for 
people’s use of a place. In many research the safety and security levels in a public 
space were linked to the presence of woman (Copper and Francis, 1998).  
Aesthetics, Public art, and architectural design and other park features of facilities are 
examples of public space aesthetics. Such aesthetics are important components for the 
design and landscape quality of a space (M Francis, 2003). 
Comfort: This is another theme in urban open space research. Adequate and 
comfortable seating, shading, and protection from any climate elements like rain, wind 
etc... are considered as important reasons for open space use and satisfaction (Cooper 
& Francis, 1998). Physical design and management policies should be anticipated to 
improve the sense of comfort (Carmona, 2010: 209). 
Control: the levels of control and/or freedom of a space are considered as the base for 






Publicness: Public access is a critical factor to the open space quality. Lynch (1981) 
defines the accessibility in an open space as any individual’s right of presence, use, 
and action in a space. (Cooper and Francis, 1998; (M. Francis, 2003).  
Enclosure: the enclosure of a space is related to the visual permeability of an outdoor 
space. It could be represented in many forms these include: walls, buildings, fencing 
or lines of trees (Stamps, 2010).  
Imageability and legibility: the overall imageability and legibility of the space adds to 
the physical attractiveness to the space making it more memorable and distinctive. 
According to Lynch 1961 the imageability and legibility of a space contribute to the 
quality of the space. 
While drawing some parallels between human behaviour and physical 
characteristics of places, Gehl, (2011) addresses elements of spatial definitions, such 
as walls, rather than places as (designed) spatial entities. Similarly, Whyte (1980), 
Cooper & Francis (1998), and (Stathopoulos, Wu, & Zacharias, 2004) address the 
usage spatial relationship with reference to actual spatial forms and their occupancies, 
e.g. sitting. Additionally, (Gehl, 2011) has also categorised people’s outdoor activities 
ranged on the basis of how ‘compulsory’ or ‘voluntary’ they are.  
Gehl’s contribution lies beyond merely recording different types of activity 
(e.g. walking, cycling) and shows how to interpret and evaluate behaviour 
observations. He found that voluntary and lasting activities were most affected by the 
environmental quality of the place and that these play an important role in the social 
cohesion of a neighbourhood. His final argument is that it is possible to influence some 






activity types can develop and, finally, how many people use public spaces, through 
the design and spatial arrangement of urban settings (Jan. & Birgitte., 2013).  
Elsheshtawy (2014) in his study which intended to situate Dubai in the 
discourse of globalizing cities achieved this by mapping the ordinary daily usage of its 
urban spaces. Using an empirical study he investigated the impact of the how the 
physical structure, location and surrounding land uses contributed to social functions 
of a public square called Baniyas. The square with its park-like atmosphere and later 
added metro station is located in Deira the old central business district of Dubai. The 
study showed that due to its accessibility and being a transit hub includes a high 
population that reflects the city’s diverse multicultural backgrounds. Aside from its 
commercial function, the site is considered a shelter for the lower incomes. He also 
addresses the impact the enclosure presented through the surrounding buildings on the 
use of space.  
Further investigation of different park design characteristics conducted by 
Goličnik & Thompson indicated that different spatial articulation of a parks through 
landscape (e.g. lines of trees, groups of trees, the configuration of corner, etc.) was the 
clue to spatial occupancy and the location of users in a place appears to conform to 
certain distances from such articulation (Goličnik & Thompson, 2010). Evidence on 
the value of providing a range of facilities as well as movable chairs for the paved 
areas and lawn, considered important for providing a basis for new park development. 
This was found from Data from a pre- and post-occupancy evaluations of Bryant Park 
in New York City (Goličnik & Thompson, 2010; Madden & Schwartz, 2005). 
Park distribution within a city is an important issue in the planning and design 






mechanical order of modernist views of city building because they fail to appropriately 
respond to the social purpose of cities. They also considered that the planning of parks 
that focuses on the measures as the ratio or the proportions of open space to population 
to some extent ignores the spatial distribution of parks. Both Mumford and Jacobs 
argued, that parks should be situated within a close social context to enhance the social 
functioning of a city. 
2.4 Design and Use of Public Parks 
The use of public parks is directly related to the visitors’ satisfaction. Human 
preferences are a key creation in their design performances and usage which may vary 
according to different demographic variables: age, gender, and ethnic group. Harnik 
(2012) argues that figuring out the proper balance between parkland, structures, and 
streets on the urban canvas is an art’. In fact, parks should have different functions 
compared to the size of the urban area in which they exist. Accordingly, Swanwick et 
al. (2003) distinguish park types based on their size and function. The largest being 
the city parks, district parks, neighbourhood parks, and the smallest being local or 
pocket parks. The smaller scaled parks typically include a play area and some basic 
landscape features without many facilities. 
Nature of Park Use 
The nature of park use or type of activity has a great influence on designing 
parks by outlining its main physical features and facilities. Park use is classified into 
two main categories: passive, active. These terms also used in describing the type or 






Passive use of parks refers to the quieter activities which require less 
movement, such as, picnicking, reading a book, bird-watching, activities which 
generally include observation or passive enjoyment of one’s surroundings (Carmona 
et al., 2010). Active use generally defines forms of recreation that involve high levels 
of physical activity such as sports, exercise, and playground use, activities that require 
dedicated facilities (Carmona et al., 2010). 
Although individuals may visit parks for other reasons. Studies revealed that 
the primary reason for using urban green spaces are predominantly an active 
enjoyment in youth to more relaxing passive enjoyment for adults. 
 
The selection of park facilities and certain design features depends on a number 
of variables. These variables include type of park being an active or passive recreation 
and other demographics such as age, gender, ethnicity, and class. For instance, park 
facilities such as playgrounds football/basketball courts, walking paths, lighting, and 
shaded areas may encourage more physical activity among children (McCormack et 
al., 2010). While some features as park accessibility and proximity are strongly 
associated with park use and physical activity for the older groups (D. A. Cohen, 
McKenzie, T. L., Sehgal, A., Williamson, S., Golinelli, D., & Lurie, N., 2007). 
A study related to people’s demographics and park use showed differences in 
age and educational qualifications between non-park and park users. Yet gender was 
approximately evenly represented in both groups, but park users were slightly younger 
and older than non-park users (Lin, Fuller, Bush, Gaston, & Shanahan, 2014). 
  
Several studies on park and playground renovations have shown mixed results 






al., 2016); Slater, Pugach, Lin, & Bontu, 2016; Tester & Baker, 2009). Some of which 
suggest that changes to park facilities and features have a greater impact than perceived 
safety, and others with no effect (D. A. Cohen et al., 2009). Moreover, studies also 
stressed that youth’s presence in parks is associated with the existence of active 
recreational facilities, park landscape, and park size (Loukaitou-Sideris & Sideris, 
2009). 
Gender difference 
Gender differences and the use of green space have been explored in several 
studies. A research related to park use and physical activity conducted on a sample of 
public parks City of Los Angeles indicated males use parks more than females.  The 
study also showed that females were less likely to engage in vigorous physical activity 
than men (D. A. Cohen et al., 2009). Females were reported to have more fear 
perceptions than males. Some research suggests that women are underrepresented in 
urban parks and plazas and that their absence is associated with actual or perceived 
vulnerability to crime and threatening or sexually aggressive behavior. It is also 
believed that they use parks most often in the context of family and child care activities 
(Jorgensen, Ellis, & Ruddell, 2013). Other studies found that the highest presence of 
women in urban parks are in places with the greatest diversity of users and uses 
(Altman & Zube, 2012). 
Studies have found that the highest concentrations of women in urban parks 
and plazas are in places with the greatest diversity of users and uses (Low, Taplin, & 
Scheld, 2009), and that the simple presence of others encourages perceptions of safety 
and use of open outdoor spaces (Burgess, Harrison, & Limb, 1988; Jorgensen, Ellis, 






further insight into the importance of public parks for women, who did use parks quite 
frequently and valued them for their natural aspects and social opportunities (Curson 
& Kitts, 2000). Another study of perceived security and park users in Barcelona 
showed a significant lower presence of women and elderly, adults with children in 
public parks of lower security. the study also showed a higher presence of immigration, 
homeless people and signs of social and environmental disorder in parks of lower 
security (Lahosa, Anguera, Valera, & Pérez-Tejera, 2012). 
Ethnicity, cultural minorities 
Differences in recreational preferences, have also been observed through the 
behavioural patterns of the ethnic minority groups. Differences depended on their 
varying levels of socialization experienced. Understanding the differences in usage 
patterns of the diverse groups who may use urban parks is important. Park managers 
should ensure that all citizens have the opportunity to benefit from these valuable 
public resources. Consequences of immature planning decisions would lead to socio-
economic and cultural fragmentation and decrease the social cohesion of spaces. Many 
studies were conducted to investigate the relationship of how different cultures and 
lower income groups use public spaces. For such minor groups spaces are considered 
as a retreat to escape from their dense and unclean dwellings. 
Li (2014) conducted a study how park design that addresses the social and 
cultural needs of the user group’s affects park use by exploring neighbourhood parks 
in Chinatowns in the US. One important finding form the study is the importance of being 






Other studies on how different cultures perceive or use park spaces showed 
particular park qualities which most cultures agree on. Halil Özgüner (2011) in his 
study examined how different cultural and ethnic groups value and use urban parks 
and this study for developing appropriate urban green spaces. The study showed that 
personal safety in urban parks was one of the common concern among different 
cultures. Moreover, Sideris, L.A. (1995) also identified similarities and differences of 
the meaning of the urban park among users with different cultural characteristics. 
Results showed that some ethnic groups tended to value the park for its aesthetic 
qualities its greenness, landscaping, and natural elements more than others. 
2.5 Public Space Enclosure 
Enclosure is basically defined by the Oxford English Dictionary (OED), as “to 
surround (with walls, fences, or other barriers) so as to prevent free ingress or egress”. 
Accordingly enclosure is, “an encompassing fence or barrier; buildings around a court 
which is enclosed, a space included within or marked off by boundaries” (Stamps, 
2005).  The relationship between space size and the enclosure is not crucial; rather, 
surfaces and boundary definitions are more important for the definition of the 
enclosure (Stamps, 2010).  
According to Taylor (1988), territorial markers establish mutual trust and 
social interaction at the street block, but outsiders might see it as a communicator to 
unwelcoming intrusion. This indicates that enclosure of public spaces or parks could, 
to some extent become very critical, thus, the decision of enclosure should be carefully 
studied. Physical walls and boundaries are regarded the most rudimentary and 






Enclosure could be presented in different forms physically such as walls or 
naturally through the landscape. Other forms of enclosure include fences, which define 
enclosures more clearly than plantings because they convey the lot lines symbolically, 
and visually (Stamps, 2011). 
Insights on the Enclosure of Public Parks 
The benefits of public space enclosure in relation to safety are debatable and 
consider enclosure as extra security and control. Blöbaum and Hunecke (2005), 
believed that the effect of anticipated protection seems to be more diverse. At an 
unknown spot in the dark, a place of the enclosure may evoke fear more than an open 
space, because it could hide any offender. 
Henry Shaftoe an urban design researcher concerned with improving public 
urban spaces discussed the issue of the enclosure in relation to crime. In his research 
he used the terms “inclusive” and “exclusive” parks spaces. Inclusive spaces, he 
argues, are the aim to ‘crowd out crime’ through mixed use and maximizing activity 
in public areas”. Exclusive spaces, on the contrary, aim to “designing out crime’ seek 
closure and limitation of uses in spaces”. (Low et al., 2009) noted that: “Nowadays, 
we are facing a different kind of threat to public space, patterns of design and that 
exclude certain types of people”. Debates around this topic led to a strong urban 
renaissance, which favored the inclusive space approaches over the exclusive. 
Research on enclosure frequently specified how it influences safety. As 
previously mentioned safety is considered one of the most important aspects an 
environment should provide. It was reported that developed park feature and high 






investigated effects on perceived safety of trees in open space. Their study showed that 
tree density and grass maintenance had strong effects on the sense of safety, but this 
depended on the type, appearances and density of the vegetation or trees used, 
additionally visibility (Stamps, 2005). 
A study showed that well-maintained grassed areas; wide ranging spaces and 
high-canopy trees have minimal effect on visibility; and flowers and low-growing 
shrubs seem to not promote crime Kuo & Sullivan (2001). Despite the fact that no 
studies have revealed significant dependable evidence that crime rates are actually 
higher in the presence of dense vegetation, yet a variety of evidence still links dense 
vegetation with fear, fear of crime. In these and other studies, view distance seems to 
be an important factor. Fear of crime is higher where vegetation blocks views (Fisher 
& Nasar, 1992). 
2.6 Park in Abu Dhabi, UAE 
The set of guidelines established by Abu Dhabi urban planning council to 
develop its outdoor environment through the Abu Dhabi public realm design manual. 
The manual incudes: parks, public places, streetscapes and waterfronts. Public parks 
in the UAE are designed based on a number of factors. These include the level of 
coverage, park type and function, level of enclosure and accessibility. Each factor will 
be discussed in more details below.  
The PRDM park hierarchy established classified the parks according to their 
level of service. Each category is characterised by a number of properties such as: the 
targeted users, the features and activities, service population. These categories are 







Table 2.1: Park Hierarchy 
 
Hierarchy Targeted User Features and Activities Service 
Population 
Emirate Residents of the 
Emirate 
Emirati Public Art 
National Day Celebrations 
Passive use 
Emirate 
Municipality Residents of the 
Municipality 
Major Cultural Events  
Monumental public art 
Municipal wide activities 
Municipality 
City Residents of the City Public Art  
Performance space 
Specialised Sports facilities 
Active and Passive use 
10,000 - 
20,000 
District  Residents of a 
District  
Smaller Scale public art 
Active and passive use 




Neighbourhood Residents of a local 
Neighbourhood 
Equipped playgrounds  
smaller sport pitches 
Abundant seating 
Abundant shade 
Active and Passive use 
150 – 1,000 
    
 
 
Another classification established by the PRDM for the parks is by their type 
and could fall in one or two categories. The different types are classified are presented 






Table 2.2: Park Typology 
Park Typology Description/ Purpose  
Art Part Space to interact with public art  
Baraha Provides a small space for local passive use 
Community Park Accommodate active and passive uses and 
community events 
Desert Park Preserve the natural desert landscape   
Family Park Accommodate local active and passive 
recreation   
Heritage Park Preserve historic landmarks 
Mayadeen Meeting area for passive use 
Oasis Park Buffer the historical oasis with a park for 
preservation 
Sports Park Accommodates Sports activities 
 
The different levels of enclosure vary in the different park designs over the 
Abu Dhabi. Abu Dhabi comprises parks that are completely open and linked to its 
surroundings and others which are completely fenced. The levels of enclosure also 
depend on accessibility levels. Accessibility in context refers to user restriction. Some 
parks around Abu Dhabi have particular accessibility restrictions. Common parks 
accessibility restrictions are parks restricted for women and children or women and 









Sign reads: Al Basra Park. For women and children 
Figure 2.2: Signs indicating restriction for Public Park users 
 
2.7 Theoretical and Conceptual Framework 
A better understanding of the quality of a space and how successful it is, requires 






could be classified into two categories: (i) the physical characteristics such as form of the 
space and the use of the place and (ii) the social characteristics.  
The literature shows that parks generally have physical characteristics which could 
influence social interaction, offer comfort to visitors and also provide a good level of 
security and attraction to people. Many different factors can be used to define the physical 
characteristics of a park. These include: the physical features and facilities, surrounding 
land use, level of enclosure, and the location of the park. A list of these physical 
characteristics is shown in Table 2.3, the characteristics are classified into three groups: 
urban features, architectural attributes and landscape qualities.  
Table 2.3: Variables of the Physical Characteristics (Source: Author) 
 





Land use  
Architecture  Architectural Style 
Imageability and Legibility 
Amenities  
Landmark presence  
Landscape Soft  
Hard 
 
In relation to the social characteristics of parks, park use is significantly related 
to people. The presence of people is the main factor that attracts more people. Research 






higher diversity of people. Moreover, it can be inferred from the discussed literature 
that the presence of woman is an indication of the quality of a space. The theoretical 
consideration indicated that the social value of any space including parks is generally 
linked to the specific characteristics of its population. The characteristics of the 
individuals or groups visitors are listed in Table 2.4. These factors support research by 
helping to divide the population, which will offer a better understanding of how the 
park use could differ for certain groups of the population.  












Yet the presence and diversity of people is an important factor that increases 
the sociability of a park. A high level of the social interaction occurs in parks when 
there is a variety of activities and physical amenities along with a secure environment. 
If a park environment is uncomfortable, unused or lacks favorable physical 
characteristics its sociability decreases. Previously discussed studies in the literature 
have highlighted the effects of factors such as gender, age and ethnicity on the level of 
park usage. Furthermore, previous research highlighted the importance of 






characteristics. These characteristics include proximity to the park, levels of 
vegetation, park amenities, but not as many explored park use and levels of enclosure. 
This research aims to explore how park use is influenced through its physical 
characteristics with a particularly the different levels of enclosure. These different 
levels of enclosure could include: walls, fences, vegetation and surrounding buildings. 
Despite the importance of some physical and social factors, they were not considered 
in this study. Some variables such as landscape are out of the scope of the study, while 
others such as religion was judged to be irrelevant. Figure 2.3 briefly illustrates the 
specific variables to be investigated in this research. 
 
Figure 2.3: Conceptual Framework 
 
The studies showed the demographic and cultural differences towards parks 
either through usage or perceptions. Qualities associated with park use and physical 






and safety matters. Findings from the studies involving children and adolescents 
indicated that access to a variety of facilities in parks that supported active and passive 
recreational activities including those for structured (e.g., sports) and unstructured 
(e.g., play) activities were important. Also, findings related to accessibility and park 
use were related to park proximity, generally having more local parks within walking 
distance was positively associated with park use. Literature related to enclosure 
showed how different age perceive enclosure in its different forms. However, the 
research also revealed some research limitations and gaps in the studies related to 
urban parks enclosure. Moreover, literature also revealed some limitations related to 
the accessibility to public parks or restricting park visitors.   
In summary, this chapter describes the evolution of urban parks and discusses the 
characteristics of urban parks from different periods. It also discusses the importance 
of urban parks and how they contribute to improving the overall quality of a city. The 
literature review provides the foundation for the research design through the works of 
Whyte (1980) and Gehl (2010) on urban spaces and the relation between the social 
and physical aspects of urban parks to design a conceptual framework which will act 
as the base for method of the research and discusses how the data will be collected and 






Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter presents the research design, site selection, instruments, 
procedures and methods used in this study. The methodology involves three levels: 
collecting observational data, conducting interviews, and mapping analysis to explore 
spatial usage.  
3.1 Research Design 
The research adopts an inductive case study research approach where empirical 
data will be collected from its natural setting. The case study provides a wider range 
for exploring specific threads and theories that emerge from people’s behaviour in 
parks (Groat & Wang, 2013). Therefore, within this study, where the goal is to provide 
vision on how peoples contentment is related to the physical characteristics mainly 
enclosure of public parks, a case study is appropriate since it serves as the laboratory 
for testing theoretical and methodological theories and concepts (Creswell, 2013).  
The aim of the research is to investigate how different levels of enclosure affect 
park use and users? and explore the following additional questions: 
o How could the design of parks affect people’s main gathering nodes? 
o How are the peoples activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 
o To what extent are the design characteristics of a public parks and type of users 
related?  
The methodology involves three main levels. The data is collected through 
observational sessions and GPS to capture the behavior of individuals and track their 






evidence. Specific findings and recommendations were then tracked from behavioural 
mapping analysis. The diagram below demonstrates a brief illustration of the 
methodological framework and the related research question.  
 
Figure 3.1: Methodological Framework 
3.2 Site Selection 
As already mentioned, the main goal of this research is to explore the effects 
of enclosure and other physical characteristics on the visitors’ behaviour. Parks in Al-
Ain, like elsewhere, are considered as special places and regarded as natural and 






designs and differ in type, enclosure and accessibility. The map Figure 3.2 shows the 




Figure 3.2: Distribution of the existing parks in Al-Ain city 
 
According to the Al Ain municipality records (2013 - Five Year Projection) 
the city comprises 476,000 residents: 141,000 Emirati and 353,000 Expatriate. Annual 
tourist visits of 474,000 individuals. The population estimate 2015 indicated that out 
of the total Abu Dhabi Emirate population, 536,741 people (19.3%) are Emirati 
citizens. 230,025 (42.9%) of this total Emirati population live in Al Ain. The overall 
population density of Al Ain is 55.2 persons per square kilometer (Abu Dhabi 
statistical Bureau, 2015). Based on the urban planning council and Al Ain municipality 
(urban planning sector) data, Al-Ain central district and surrounding district holds the 






Repeated meetings were held with the officials from the park department Al-
Ain municipality to support the site selection. Municipality meetings provided 
assistance to identify more information on the list of the parks available. A number of 
parks were excluded from the selection such as pocket parks due to the limited usage 
of the park. Parks only for women were also dismissed from the selection due to the 
limitation on accessibility. Finally, very large scaled parks were also excluded from 
the selection, leaving the group of family parks within the selection, however the 
selected parks were chosen to mainly differ in terms of levels enclosure. Additionally, 
both family type parks for the higher usage.  
With respect to the discussed issues the site selection was based on two main 
aspects: context and accessibility, the selection is based on the following criteria: 
• Two parks with different levels of enclosure  
o Open  
o Gated  
• Park type: parks selected are under the same type parks and level of 
accessibility (no accessibility restrictions). 







Figure 3.3: Selected Sites (Parks) 
 
Al Jahili Park: 
Al Jahili Park, is an open public park in Al-Ain city centre, designed to provide 
a space for public activities and link the surrounding mixed use. It is also linked to one 
of the oldest fort. Al Jahili park, provides a decent environment compatible for passive 
engagement such as sitting, relaxing and picnics. The park also provides an active 
environment due to its openness. Moreover, it also hosts various local, social and 
cultural community events throughout the year. 
Al-Jahili Park is an open urban park located along the city’s main road. The 
park is surrounded by different land uses, while medium-low income housings blocks 
and shops on the east and south, the western side of the Park overlooks 5 star Rotana 
Hotel and resort (Figure 3.4-3.6), this difference increases the possibility of inhabiting 







Figure 3.4: Al-Jahili Park: site surrounding land use 
 
 








Figure 3.6: Images at the edge of Al Jahili Park indicating its connectivity with its 
surrounding 
 
The Park is very well known for the presence of one of the city’s most historical 
sites, “The Jahili Fort”, which acts as an attractive element for the park. Other features 
within the park include a water feature (fountain), 2 playgrounds, benches, elevated 








Figure 3.7: Al-Jahili Park: features 
 
Al Selimi Park: 
Al Selimi Park is among the oldest and well known parks in Al-Ain city, 
although both park are catogorised to the same type, they do differ in terms of design. 
The park is one of the well-known gated parks in Al Ain city. This park likewise is 
located within the city centre adjacent to the city’s largest Library “Shaikh Zayed 
Library”. The park overlooks a restaurant and grocery shop on the western side Figure 
3.8.  
The park is well known for its large grassed areas and high level of shading. 
Al Selimi consists of two play areas, a small cafeteria with sitting spaces and a 






















Figure 3.10: Image of the fencing at Al Selimi Park entrance 
 






3.3 Methods and Techniques 
3.3.1 Structured Participant Observation 
Structured participant observation is a data collection method which aims to 
quantify behaviour in a natural setting through coding. The method mainly deals with 
coding what people do in a particular spatial settings. The coded behaviour is then 
classified into distinct categories for further behavioural analysis.  
Considerable advances have been applied in different studies using various 
tools for open space evaluation. Researchers such as Whyte (1980), Gehl (2011) and 
Cooper and Francis (1998) have used diverse methods to record peoples’ activities 
within urban public spaces, these tools range from videotaping to activity mapping. In 
general, previous work shows that qualitative and quantitative methodological 
advances have provided improved methods for analytical research on urban public 
spaces (Jan. & Birgitte., 2013).  
In this research, field observations represent the primary source of data. The 
data was collected in order to help answer the following research questions: 
1. How could the different levels of enclosure affect park use and users? 
2. How could the design of parks affect people’s main gathering nodes? 
3. How are the people’s activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 









Data collection tool 
The technique used in this research to record observations was the “behavioural 
mapping” technique. This technique was initially developed by Itellson (1970) in order 
to record behaviour as it exactly occurs within its natural setting. The advantage of this 
method is that it determines how the behaviour and spatial design could be related in 
time and space. It is necessary in behavioural mapping methods to obtain an accurate 
map of the area which will be investigated. This is then followed by the decisions on 
the specific details to be observed such as, the time of observations, and system of 
recoding, counting and analysing the observations. There are a number of coding 
techniques that can be used for recording observation depending on the nature of the 
problem. These techniques include the conventional note taking and photos, videos, or 
computer oriented techniques and most recently hand held devices such phones and 
iPads.  
ArcGIS was the primary tool used for coding and mapping behaviour in this 
research. Specifically, an ArcGIS powered smart phone application “Esri collector for 
ArcGIS” was used in the digital data collection. ArcGIS is a geographical information 
tool that enables users to create, use and share maps for a variety of functions. Users 
can visualize, explore, analyze and update geographic information using a map (Law 
& Collins, 2013). An ArcGIS map usually has a number of foundation basemaps. 
ArcGIS has a set of built-in basemaps named as: topography, imagery, streets and 
more. Once chosen, feature/data and other editable layers could be added for further 
use. These maps are set using the ArcGIS online account. This account will then be 






collect positional data (Law & Collins, 2013). Another important feature is the sharing 
feature. The data collected could be easily shared and collected be a number of users 
among a specific group.  
To use the Esri ArcGIS application as a data collection tool, a basemap with 
an editable layer of the specified sites should first be created and set as projects for the 
data collection. The basemap is created on the online ArcGIS server account. The sites 
are then situated and saved and a specific basemap is selected. The basemaps used in 
this research are imagery basmaps. The reason such maps were chosen was because of 
the high clarity of the park features on them. 
The set projects then automatically appear on the application making it ready 
for the data collection in the field. The aim of using this tool in this research is its 
ability record and detect the exact locations of the park visitors. The data collected was 
recoded, extracted then downloaded in comma delimited .csv format. ArcGIS desktop 
software ArcMap was used to import cad files of the sites which were then 
georeferenced. Data was then imported onto the maps for further behavioural analysis 
(Law & Collins, 2013). All the steps of the aforementioned methodology are described 
through screen shots in more details.  
Publishing (setting) the maps using the online ArcGIS server account: 
As previously discussed the first step for collecting the data is publishing the 
maps. This procedure was done for the two park sites Al Jahili and Al Selimi. Below 
are screen shots of the steps to create the maps. The first Figure 3.12 shows how to 
publish or set the maps by first creating a base map. The second step is to add an 






for layers through the ArcGis online feature Figure 3.13. The final step is saving the 
map shown in Figure 3.14.  These steps are applied for each park separately.  
 















Figure 3.14: Saving map 
 
Collecting Data using the ArcGis Phone application: 
Once the maps are published the data is ready to be collected. This is done by 
signing into the ArcGis phone application using the same ArcGis account info. The 
next step selecting the map or site for collecting data. Then the data is collected by 
taping on location selecting the “collect here” feature and filling in the attributes. The 
data collection steps are illustrated through the screen shot shown in the figures below. 
  




















Preparing the data for further Analysis 
1. Downloading the data 
After collecting the data using the application, the data appears in the online ArcGIS 
server. The data in the ArcGIS server account was recoded and then extracted in a 
comma delimited (CSV) format. After that, the data in the csv file was sorted and 
imported onto a georeferenced AutoCAD map using ArcGIS for Desktop.  
 












2. Georeferncing the AutoCad file in ArcMap 
o The first step for Georeferncing the AutoCad file is to first geoference a 
JPG file of the site. By using the georeferncing tool and entering the 
longitude and latitude for at least 3 coordinates.  
o The second step is then importing the AutoCad file and using the Spatial 
Adjustments tools to join the entered coordinates from the AutoCad file to 
the georeferenced JPG file.   
o Importing the data extracted from the ArcGis online account.  




























Figure 3.21: Importing data 
 
Data collection strategies   
The data collecting required defined typologies for each activity and design 
features or characteristic. Defining the typologies contributes to creating activity maps 






Prior to starting the data collection, typologies were determined for each 
required data element including activity type, activity location and design features and 
the users. The different user records observed were gender, age, and ethnicity. While 
gender is easily recognized, the other variables such as age and ethnicity were 
identified through estimation for age and clothing and physical appearance for 
ethnicity. Classifications for both the different age groups and ethnic groups are 
represented Table 3.1. Activities were also classified according to the activity typology 
being passive or active. Activities with a passive nature included stationary activities, 
while activities with an active nature are movable and more vigorous.  A list of the 
different typologies are represented in Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.1: User Typology 




Ethnic groups Emirati 
Arabs (Egyptians, Palestinians, Syrian, 
North African, Sudanese)    
South Asians (Indian, Pakistani, Afghan) 
Asian (Filipino)  












Table 3.2: Activity Typology 
Activity level Activity Type 
Passive Sitting  
Standing 
lying 
taking pictures  





The time and day for data collection were based on the nature and use of the 
study area, its context and the weather conditions. Parks are generally associated with 
optional and more social activities which mostly take place during evenings. However, 
the location of the parks being close to some residential sites creates a higher 
possibility of park visits during mornings. Accordingly, the two time slots selected for 
collecting the data were 10-12 mornings and 4-6 evenings, both weekdays and 
weekends.  
Weather conditions were also an essential factor for recording observations. 
Good weather is an important influence for outdoor public life engagements. The best 
weather conditions in UAE are observed during the months between November to 
early May. For this reason, data in this research was collected over 2 weeks during 
April. Throughout the remainder months, weather is immensely hot and doesn’t 






Observations were taken by walking through each of the parks using the hand 
held ArcGIS smart phone application. In addition to recording coordinate information 
using the application, people’s activities, gender and any additional information was 
also recorded. This information was later matched with the specified location when 
mapping the data onto the ArcGIS map of the project. Each individual was observed 
for approximately 2-3 minutes.  Which will immediately reveal the frequency, 
diversity and location of the activities in each observation session for the analysis. 
Daily patterns of park usage can be created using the data collected by ArcGIS 
to identify the gathering points by different users at different timings, moreover, it is 
also possible to create breakdown of activity pattern based on a different variables for 
an in depth exploration of how and where certain activities occur. Thus, this type of 
analysis helps understanding the linkages between the physical configuration of the 
public parks, their spatial distribution, their design features, and how people orientate 
themselves to use these features. This can also be used to demonstrate the most and 
least used spaces within a park, and how certain design features impact how users 
choose the location of their activities. 
3.3.2 Interviews (Questionnaire) 
The questionnaire is the second methodological tool used in this research. It is 
used to understand the people’s levels of satisfaction, based on their response towards 
park design, the frequency of visits and park use. The questionnaires will be distributed 







o How are the peoples’ activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 
The analysis will comprise the physical characteristics of the park (park services, 
facilities…), in addition to the social principles (how people interact within/towards 
the physical characteristics, most preferable sitting spaces) all from the researcher 
perspective. Data conducted form the questionnaire will reveal the motivations, 
attitudes, opinions, interests, and visitation patterns (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). 
Similar to the observations the questionnaire also took place on spot during 
different times periods and days of the week, with park users engaged to certain 
activities. The questionnaire will be designed as structured interview questions to be 
investigated. It will also include open ended questions. The type of questions will be 
mostly multiple choice and in addition to a number of open ended questions. 
Moreover, the questionnaire does provide a slot for additional comments. A number 
of non-park visitors will also be interviewed to explore their concerns and reasons for 
not visiting parks.  
The questionnaire was translated into both Arabic and English due to the different 
ethnicities found in the parks. All documents were then translated back to English for 
coding and analysis. A pilot study was conducted for a selected group of 10 people of 
mixed gender and ethnic groups before the actual survey to check the precision, 
consistency and validity of the questions. 55 respondents from both parks were 
selected randomly (systematic random sample) with a focus on the most dominant and 
minor group of the park users (Zeisel, 2006). The questionnaire is made of 3 parts: 






demographic questions (See appendix B for the interview agreement and the 
questionnaire form). 
3.3.3 Tests of Independence 
The Chi Square statistical test is a commonly used for testing relationships between 
categorical variables. It is used in qualitative data to test the independence of two 
measures of classification. The test assumption is that there is no relationship among 
the categorical variables in a population; they are independent. Therefore, chi square 
tests have been performed using SSPS Package to the test associations between the 
observed variables. This statistical test responds to the following research question  
o To what extent are the design characteristics of a public parks and type of users 
related?  
3.4 Research Quality 
The methodological approach undertaken in this research does not attempt to measure 
whether the way a study is being conducted is ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, or to search for errors 
in practice against ‘objective criteria’. Instead the research aims to help stimulate the 
reliability and validity of the data of the study. In order to achieve its objective, the 
research adopts the following methods: 
Triangulation, was the method used to assure the validity and reliability of the research 
findings. The validity of a study using this method is demonstrated by using different 
sources of information. Benefits of triangulation include the ability in providing a 
deeper understanding of the issue investigated, offers greater confidence in the validity 
of the data and advanced perspectives on the study topic. (Thurmond, 2001: 254 in 






The reliability and validity of the interview was achieved through the following 
strategies.   
The validity of the questions asked was achieved through the pilot study 
conducted. The pilot study will develop or test the efficacy the research 
instruments or the comprehensiveness of the interview questions.  
To enhance the reliability of the interview, 
o People were interviewed during the peak park time visits, this will 
reduce any participant error. 
o The interviews were conducted over two weeks.  
3.5 Summary 
An explanatory case study approach was used to answer the research questions 
of the thesis. The research employed mixed methods, through direct observation, 
activity mapping and GIS analysis and the questionnaire. The analysis intends to 
explore the patterns of use of existing designed public parks. Parks chosen to be 
investigated were both selected close to the city’s central district. Collecting the 
required data for investigating the relationship through the described methodologies, 
reveals the activity pattern of the park visitors within the selected parks. This in turn 








Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results 
This chapter presents data analysis of the field observations collected at the 
two parks. First the descriptive statistics of the participant observation data are 
explored in order to identify potential trends in the data. This is followed by a detailed 
spatio-temporal behavioural mapping analysis of the field observations in which the 
spatial behaviour and activity analysis of park users during different time frames is 
performed. Followed by the interview analysis. Finally, statistical tests of 
independence between the observed variables have been performed. 
4.1 Participant Observation: Data Description and General Observations 
4.1.1 General Trends 
The data collected on the number of different park visitors from both parks is 
presented in Figure 4.1: Summary of observations from both Parks 
 
1. The sub-categories in the table are gender, age groups, ethnicity, and group type. 
The count of the type and nature of activities were also listed in the table (Appendix 
A).   
• Al Jahili Park 
During 14 observation sessions, 1451visitors were recorded in Al Jahili Park, 
mostly men (56%). The park space was utilized by a range of population in terms of 
age and ethnicity. These data shows that middle age adults (18-60) represented the 
highest percentage of park visitors (65%) followed by children (20%) and a (2%) of 
elderly which included people over 60. The different cultural backgrounds recorded at 
the park were classified into Arab, Asian (Filipinos), south Asians and Westerners and 






by the South Asians (14 %), while the Emirati locals and African being the least of 
(1%) and (2%) respectively.  
Group clustering involved classifying visitors into 4 categories. The groups were 
defined as singles, people in groups of similar age groups or gender and family 
gatherings groups of people made of couples with their additional family members and 
children in playground areas.  
Activity-wise, passive activities (sitting, standing, lying …) were the most 
common activities with 64% of park visitors undertaking such activity. Among these 
passive activities sitting (alone or accompanied) was the prominent (40%). On the 
active level, “playing” represented the most common activity (16%) followed by 
walking (12%) and cycling (8%).  
• Al Selimi Park 
Al-Selimi Park, on the other hand, a total of 690 visitors were recorded over the 
14 observation sessions. The park contained a range of visitors’ in terms of their age, 
gender, ethnicity, activity types and size of groupings.  
As in the case of Al-Jahili Park, Al Selimi Park’s population was also dominated 
by Arabs (79%), followed by the south Asians (13%). The percentage of the other 
ethnic groups was relatively low, Asians represented 6% while Emiratis represented 
1% of the park's population. In terms of gender females surprisingly dominate at 54%. 
Adults (18-60) represented the highest percentage of the overall population at 42% 
followed by children (26%). Regarding the size of the visiting group, the majority were 






Regarding the type or nature of activities taking place in the park, passive use is 
the highest (64%). The most noticeable activity being sitting significantly at (43%) of 
all activities followed by playing at (28%). Interestingly, not many walking activities 
were occurring and along with other activities like cycling, lying and taking pictures 





























4.1.2 Trends by Day (Weekends/Weekdays) 
The type of day being a weekday or a weekend obviously had a great influence on 
the number of park visitors in both parks.  
• Al Jahili Park 
On Weekends Al Jahili park occupied approximately 1185 visitors (76%) of the 
overall counted population. The observations showed a number of differences in the 
type of visitors and their ethnic backgrounds and the nature of the activities occurring 
on weekends compared to weekdays. While the percentage of males is still higher on 
both weekdays and weekends but the ratio is relatively lower during weekends. 
Noticeable differences were witnessed among the ethnicity groups existing. Arabs 
significantly dominant the park by representing more than half of the total population 
(74%) on both weekends and weekdays the percentage of some groups seems to be 
very low or not available such as the percentage of westerners which declined from 
14% to 3% on weekends and the Emirati locals at 1%.   
Observations and counts revealed that the size of clustering’s also expanded on 
weekends compared to weekdays. Group sizes expanded from groups of maximum 5 
on weekends reaching to groups of 11 and 12 on weekends. The percentage of the 
groups and families increased to approximately (28%) and (52%) respectively Table 
(4.2).  
Regarding the different activity types taking place. Passive activities as sitting 
represented the highest percentage on both weekdays (57%) and weekends (68%). 
However, data did show that weekdays tend to have a relatively higher percentage of 






is walking (24%) being the second highest activity taking place followed by playing 
(18%). While playing on weekends is the second highest activity taking place. A 
comparative level of use is shown in the charts Figure 4.2. 
• Al Selimi Park 
Field observations from Al Selimi Park showed a significant difference on the 
number visitors, type of visitors and in the nature of use on weekends compared to 
weekdays. The total number of the visitors through the whole week were 116 visitors 
which reaches up to a total of 574 visitors during weekends.  
Throughout the weekday's, observations reveal a very low level of use unlike 
weekends. The number of females overall are slightly higher than males. Age groups 
appear to have a similar presence with adult’s dominating the park on all days, 
weekdays (59%) weekend (53%) followed by children and then teenagers. Arabs 
represent the highest percentage on both weekdays and weekends. Other ethnic groups 
as the south Asians, Asians (Filipino) and Emiratis were also present throughout, on 
some days across the week while westerners seem to be completely absent all through.  
According to the data collected passive activities were the most prominent on both 
weekday and weekends alike. Among the passive activities, obviously, sitting in 
groups was the most prominent activity taking place. In general, the active use of the 
park is comparatively low on both weekdays to weekends, unlike the other case. There 
are some forms of common active use that surprisingly do not exist at all during 
weekdays such as walking but increases to 4% on weekends. Similarly, cycling 






weekends. The charts Figure 4.2 below shows a brief comparison of the data collected 
from the field observations between the weekday and weekends for Al Selimi Park.    
  
  
Figure 4.2: Observations by type of day/ Park 
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4.1.3 Trends by Time of Day  
Observations were performed during two timings a day mornings 10 -12 pm 
and evenings 4-6 pm. The two timings experienced different events and a different 
number of visitors in both parks.  
Morning Trends:  
• Al Jahili Park 
Observations, in general, revealed that the number of the morning visits weren’t 
very high. The highest number of park visitors are on Saturday mornings. The average 
number of park visitors during the rest of the week was 20.  The presence of females 
was clearly noticeable during most morning across the whole week having small 
picnics with their children. Fridays the case is different male significantly dominant 
the park space.  
An interesting observation was the shift in the presence of the different cultures 
across the morning visits. The presence of westerners was relatively high and most 
recognizable during most of the weekday mornings. While Fridays the park was 
mostly used by south Asians, On Saturday, Arabs showed a noticeable presence in the 
park space. An observation worth mentioning is that a decent number of Emirati’s 
were also visible on mornings during the weekdays. Other ethnic groups such as 
Asians were also available. 
The Group size and clusterings varied throughout the mornings. Singles were 
found more often as well small families, but the percentage of visitors in groups was 
relatively low. The group sizes during the morning were also considerably low. The 






Saturday’s were groups would be more found and in terms of size families and groups 
would increase to groups of 5-6. Regarding activity nature and types, activities during 
the weekday mornings were more active such as walking, unlike weekends. Sitting 
was the second dominant activity taking place followed by playing. 
• Al Selimi Park 
Mornings in Al-Selimi Park were very still and calm. Surprisingly the percentage of 
park visitors across all morning during the whole week were very low, except 
Saturdays which was slightly higher (56 visitors). The average of the morning visitors 
during the rest of the week is 3 visitors, the maximum number of visitors on weekdays 
was 6 visitors on one of the days and there were no visitors at all on 2 mornings during 
weekdays. The presence of males on mornings was slightly higher on weekdays. In 
terms of age groups obviously, adults (18-60) are the only age group found during the 
weekdays, children and a few elderly and teenager appear by Saturday mornings on 
weekends.  
Observations revealed that in terms of the cultural diversity unlike Al Jahili 
Park where westerners were prominent, south Asians and a few Asians were most 
prominent during weekday mornings and Friday morning. Arabs (48%) appear to be 
present on Saturday mornings. Other ethnic groups rarely existed such as Emiratis and 
Westerners on all morning observations. 
 
The group size and clustering depended on the type of day, singles or max of 
groups of 2 existed during the weekday mornings. Families and larger groups appeared 






Obviously, more activities took place on weekends. In general activities among 
the whole week were mostly passive such as sitting (82%) and lying (18%). Activities 
such as playing (23%) and a little percentage of walking (6%) take place on weekends.   
Evening Trends: 
• Al Jahili Park 
Overall evening observation showed that during the weekday’s park visits were 
moderate and an average number of visitors during the weekday’s evenings was 
around 37 visitors, mostly males. The number significantly increases by weekends to 
113 on a Thursday evening 521 on Friday evenings, 366 on Saturday evenings. In 
general, males dominated during all evenings across the week. While adults (18-60) 
were obviously the most prominent of all four age groups (children, teenager, adults 
(18-60), elderly (+60) were found throughout. 
A number of cultural groups were found during the weekends, but interestingly the 
presence of some groups such as westerners who were clearly noticeable on mornings 
seem to decrease by weekday evenings and vanish by weekend evenings. Arabs 
represented the highest population of all park visitors during all evening sessions 
across the entire week but mostly on weekends. South Asians account the second 
largest population and were also available on all evenings. Similar to the Westerners, 
Emirati groups were present on evenings during the weekdays but were not recognized 
on weekends. The percentage of the Asians seemed to be relatively stable during all 
sessions.  
Group’s sizes varied across the week while families and groups sizes range 2-6 






groups 7-12 on weekends and shaper the higher percentage compared to the smaller. 
In terms of clustering’s, families shape the highest percentage among all clustering’s, 
especially on weekends. The number of singles, in general, isn’t very high, but higher 
on weekdays 15% to 9% on weekends.  
Despite a little difference between weekdays and weekends passive nature of 
activities such as sitting dominated the most overall. The second highest activity is 
playing, followed by walking which in general decreases by weekends. Other activities 
such as lying and cycling take place more likely on weekends. 
• Al Selimi Park 
Evening observations in Al Selimi Park were significantly higher compared to 
mornings, obviously similar to the other case weekend evenings were more populated 
than weekdays. The highest number of visitors during weekday evenings was 30 and 
lowest was 19, these numbers increased to 265 on a Friday evening. Unlike the evening 
observation of Al-jahili Park, females dominated during all evening observations. All 
age groups (adults, children, teenagers and elderly) were present across all observation 
sessions, but the majority was for the adults followed by children. But the percentage 
of teenagers was clearly low during the weekdays.  
Among the different cultural backgrounds Arabs dominate during all evenings, 
south Asians were the second largest group and were also present all through. 
Observations showed that Asians (Filipinos) were seen more on weekday evenings but 
in lower percentages compared to the former two groups (Arabs and south Asians). 






Regarding clustering, evening observation witnessed a prominent presence of 
families with different sizes depending on the type of day. Families made of 3-5 
individuals were more likely to be found during the weekdays, the size expands up to 
11-12 family members. Family sizes did have a direct relation to ethnicity. Grouping 
of people as teenagers, females, or males were also present but in lower percentages, 
these groupings were mostly made of 3-5 persons. However, there was no count of 
singles in the park during evenings. 
Observations showed that passive activities as sitting were the most prominent 
across all evenings, followed by playing. Other activities such as walking or cycling 
took place more on weekends than weekdays as well lying. In general, active use was 
found very low.  
4.2 Behavioural Mapping Analysis of the Park Spaces 
Analysis of the daily records of the park visitors using point density maps 
revealed the main used spaces. The analysis was performed on all the demographic 
categories observed such as the gender analysis, ethnicity, and age patterns. It is 
important to mention at this point that the behavioural mapping analysis considered 
passive (stationary) use and long stay active use. 
4.2.1 Al Jahili Park 
4.2.1.1 Behavioural Patterns by Gender 
Activity patterns in Al Jahili in general, were found to start at play areas and 
the raised platform (at the centre) and extend to park corners and edges at peak times. 






visitors. The map clearly represents the most attractive and the least attractive or the 
less used spaces of the park.   
 
 
Figure 4.3: Summary of the overall patterns in Al Jahili Park 
 
Breakdown patterns by gender are shown in Figure 4.4. The behavioural maps 
showed common activity nodes between both genders. The highest concentration of 
male and female activities are at the eastern corner which tends be not very far from 
the play area and has a good level of shading. The area is also close to the parking lots. 
It is also noteworthy that the space is away from the main road. Other common areas 
for both gender which seem to also have high levels of activities such as, picnics or 
children playing were play areas and highly vegetated space on the lower southern side 
of the park. Different behaviour is also notable among the gender groups. More male 






is worth to mention, that the raised platform located at the centre of the park space 
doesn’t have much shading and is completely open and the most exposed areas in the 
park.  Benches under trees and other shaded areas are favoured areas for female 













Figure 4.4: Occupancy Patterns for Males (a) and Females (b) 
 
 








Figure 4.6:  Male visitors sitting on the raised platform 
 
 







4.2.1.2 Behavioural Patterns by Ethnicity 
Ethnicity analysis showed that Arabs activity patterns (South Asians), 
generally, use up the lower or inner spaces of the park away from the main roads. 
However, maps also show that the main concentration of activities for the Arabs are 
the areas which tend to be the best shaded. As shown in the maps these areas are the 
eastern corner of the park and on the southern strip. Play areas and their surroundings 
are also mostly occupied by Arabs. Images of Arabs activity nodes and engagements 
are shown in Figure 4.8. It is also notable that most Arabs brought their own personal 
outdoor furniture. 
Unlike Arabs, south Asians activity patterns indicated that they favoured the 
northern (upper) side of the park. It is important to mention at this point that the 
majority of the South Asians visitors are labourers. Most of their activities 
concentrated on the grassed raised platform in the middle of the park. Other south 
Asians were also seen sitting on the grass on the northern side of the park. Play areas 
also showed presence of the South Asians. It was also notable a number of these labour 
groups were often seen taking pictures at the fort.  
Other ethnic groups such as the westerners, Emiratis and Asians (Filipino) 
presence depended on the type and time of the day. The presence of westerners are 
clearly recognized during the mornings throughout the weekdays not as much on 
weekends. Their activities mainly concentrated at play areas as well. Emiratis likewise 











b. South Asians  






























Figure 4.10: Major South Asian presence sitting on the raised platform 
 
 








4.2.1.3 Behavioural Patterns by Age Groups 
Activities among the different age groups varied. Adults and elderly were 
engaged in picnics at shaded spots close to playgrounds, supervising children. Larger 
family and friend gatherings would take place at end of the week. It was also notable 
that a number of adults do come for a jog or a stroll around the park. Maps Figure 4.12 
showed that adults’ activities mainly concentrate at play areas. The gathering nodes 
spread to concentrate the most at edges on weekend evenings. Maps also showed that 
children’s major gathering nodes are mostly at the play area, but some are visible along 
walkways, cycling or playing. Teenagers who are mostly recognized on weekends, 
mainly engage in group activities, such as games. Interestingly, teenager’s long stay 
passive activities are the only which tend to use the outer edges (corner) of the park at 



















c. Teenagers  
 
 
d. Elderly  







Figure 4.13: Flat green patches used as areas for teenagers playing football 
 
 
4.2.1.4 Behavioural Patterns by Group Size and Clustering 
Group sizes and clustering in Al Jahili Park range from 2-12 persons a group, 
and include singles, groups and families. Small groups made of 2-4 persons and singles 
are mostly engaged in short stay activities. These activities taking place are, sitting on 
the raised platform, sitting on ledges or benches, or walking around the fountain. These 
locations are clearly represented in the map shown in Figure 4.14. It is worth 
mentioning that the majority of these groups are South Asian labourers.  The majority 
of larger groups, ranging between 5-12 individuals, were Arab families.  
Most large groups within this range were mainly engaged in picnics or 






patterns shown in Figure 4.14 reveal the main gathering nodes. These nodes tend to 
concentrate at three main areas: the eastern corner, along the southern side, and at the 
play area. An interesting observation was that barbecues take place along the southern 
strip, on the right side of the fort.  
 
 










b. Small Groups 






















Figure 4.17: Single Bachelor sitting on the ledge  
 
 








Overall sitting analysis in Al Jahili Park showed that sitting preferences 
changed on weekdays compared to weekends. During weekdays, most people enjoyed 
sitting on the grass followed by ledges. Weekend sitting records showed that the most 
preferred sitting was using movable chairs, as well as sitting on the grass. These 
findings indicate that flexible sittings are more favoured during weekends Figure 4.19.  
  
Figure 4.19: Al Jahili sitting analysis 
 
4.2.2 Al Selimi Park 
4.2.2.1 Behavioural patterns by Gender 
Different timings in Al Selimi did show a change in the type of activities taking 
place, not only the number of visitors. Overall point density analysis of the data 
collected at the park is shown in figure 4.20. The map clearly represents the most 











Al Jahili sitting analysis







Figure 4.20: Summary of the overall pattern in Al Selimi Park 
 
Weekday mornings witness a low number of visits which take place close to 
the park entrance. A number of visitors, mostly South Asian (labour) and Filipino 
males, stopped by for a little snack or a rest.  
By evenings, the number of females’ increase. The activities taking place are 
mostly supervising children and enjoying little picnics, either sitting on the grass, or 
on benches around the play areas. On peak timings, weekend evenings, activities 
develop to large picnics and barbecues. While most male and female activities take 
place under trees close to the park fence, more females were found concentrating close 






involved active use such as, walking around the park at the fountain area. Aggregate 




a. Males b. Females 







Figure 4.22: Female preference to sit close to the park fence 
 







4.2.2.2 Behavioural Patterns by Ethnicity 
Analysis showed that Arab visitors in Al Selimi Park who only showed up 
during evenings were mostly involved in either picnics or barbecues. Picnics mostly 
took place during all evenings and more specifically around play areas and along the 
park fence. Barbecues on the other hand were more likely to take place on weekends 
at the provided areas on the upper right strip of the park. Other interestingly notable 
activity nodes were park right side area and the corner which didn’t include any park 
features except a few trees.  
The majority of South Asians in Al Selimi Park unlike Al Jahili were mostly 
family groupings and not labour. South Asians labour visits take place only during the 
weekdays particularly in the mornings, they would sit on the benches or on the grass 
away from park facilities. Other south Asians activities which take place are picnics 
and mainly concentrate at the play areas. Unlike Arabs their main activity node don’t 
show much change on peak timings as weekend evening. The map below figure show 
a summary of the Arabs and south Asians patterns of use and main gathering nodes 
Figure 4.24. 
Other ethnic groups such as Asians (Filipinos) and Emiratis had lower 
presence. But their activities mostly took place close to the play areas. Filipino visitors 
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Figure 4.26: Group of Arab females picnicking 
 
 







4.2.2.3 Behavioural Patterns by Age Groups 
The majority of adults and elderly visitors were engaged in picnics at shaded 
area close playgrounds or under trees close to the fenced wall supervising their 
children. Maps showed that adult’s activities mainly concentrate at play areas and 
close to the fence. The gathering nodes spread to the barbecue areas on the upper right 
strip on weekend evenings.  
Maps also showed that children major gathering nodes area mostly at the play 
areas. Teenagers who are mostly recognized on weekends, playing football at flat 
green space without any articulation and away from most crowds. Main activity nodes 















c. Teenagers d. Elderly  









4.2.2.4 Behavioural Patterns by Group Size and Clustering 
Group sizing and clustering in Al Selimi Park reach up to 11 individuals a 
group. Singles and small groups of 2 are represented by the South Asian and Asian 
(Filipinos) visitors on weekday mornings. As previously mentioned, they are involved 
in short stay activities which concentrate at the centre of the park (the park entrance).  
The remaining visitors are mainly families and a small number of groups who 
were part of picnics or barbecues. Most picnics, taken place by small families and 
female groups, tend to concentrate close to play areas, and at the shaded areas along 
the lower side near the park fence. However, larger groups or families tend to favour 
the inner edge of the park under trees, not very far from corners on the lower area. For 
barbecues, large families prefer the far upper end of the provided barbecue spaces. 
Aggregate maps of the different distributions, and gathering nodes of group sizing and 









a. Large groups                                                              b. Small Groups 
 








Figure 4.30: Large Arab family picnics close to the fence 
 








Overall sitting analysis in Al Selimi Park showed that sitting preferences 
changed on weekdays compared to weekends. During weekdays most people enjoyed 
sitting on the grass followed by benches. Weekend sitting records showed that the most 
preferred sitting was using movable chairs and on the grass. These also findings 
indicate that flexible sittings are more favoured during weekends Figure 4.32. 
 
Figure 4.32: Al Selimi sitting analysis 
 
4.3 Interview Analysis 
On/off site questionnaires were conducted with park visitors from both parks. 
The aim of the interviews was exploratory mainly to obtain information that cannot be 
seen through observations such as people’s thoughts, feelings, and experiences in 
parks.   
The interview questionnaire was conducted in both parks. 55 visitors from Al 
Jahili and 50 visitors from Al Selimi from different genders age groups and cultural 










Al Selimi Sitting analysis






general opinions about the park and their main attractions. The analysis will first 
include a brief introduction about the participants, followed by the interview analysis 
from each park separately and finally the interview analysis of the open ended 
questions for both on and offsite respondents.   
Offsite respondents 
As previously discussed in chapter 3, a high number of the Abu Dhabi Emirati 
population live in Al Ain. The observations however showed a very low presence of 
the Emirati population in both parks. Based on this information offsite interviews with 
Emirati people was important. The questions asked for the offsite group of respondents 
focused on reasons behind their low presence in public parks and what are their major 
concerns and preferences towards parks.  
Participants’ Profiles 
In depth interviews were conducted with both park visitors and non-park 
visitors from both parks. Visitors were selected randomly from different areas from 
the park on different timings. Non- park visitors were selected from municipality 
employees and other networks and mostly included Emirati citizens due to their low 
presence in both parks. Offsite interviews were mostly with Emirati nationals. The 
overall participant’s demographics and the participant’s proximity to their 










Figure 4.33: Participant’s demographics 
 
The first part of the semi-structured questionnaire was general information 
about the visits. This included questions on why they come to the park, where they 
come from, when and how are the visits. Results showed that the majority of visitors 
from both parks visit the park once or twice a week on weekends for over 2 hours. 
Results from the question related to where the visitors came from indicated that Al 
Jahili park tends to attract more people outside its area of coverage. Regarding the 
attractions and activities and what they usually visit a park for, most results were 
similar in both parks the highest being for picnics/ barbecues and meetings. However, 
Al Jahili Park did include a larger variety of activities, but interestingly many visitors 
considered Al Selimi more peaceful and quiet. Questionnaire results from this section 













































Al Jahili Park Al Selimi Park 
How often do you visit the park or open space?              
  
Where do you live? 
  
How long do you normally stay?      
  




Once a month                                                                                         
Once every 2 weeks                                                                           
Once or twice a week                                                                     
Most days                                                                                                          






Once a month                                                                                         
Once every 2 weeks                                                                           
Once or twice a week                                                                     
Most days                                                                                                          








Less than 30 minutes 30 minutes – 1 hour
1 – 2 hours 2 – 4 hours
More than 4 hours
Weekday Weekend 
Less than 30 minutes 30 minutes – 1 hour







Why do you come to the park and What do you normally do when you visit the park? 
  
 
Figure 4.34: Questionnaire results (part 1) 
 
The second part of the questionnaire focused on the visitors overall thoughts 
and opinions and their reflections towards the park design and provided facilities. The 
section was made of two question types, multiple choice and short open ended 
questions. The multiple choice questions, generally, questioned the visitor’s levels of 
satisfaction towards the park design and facilities. The short open ended questions 
explored the visitors’ preferences and selections. Results from the multiple choice 
questions showed that visitors overall satisfaction was moderately average in Al Jahili 
but relatively low in the Al Selimi. One interesting result common in from both parks 
to be mentioned is the visitor’s dissatisfaction on range of visitor facilities provided. It 











Picnic / barbecue Visit the play area
Get some fresh air Enjoy nature
For peace and quiet Play sports or games
For a walk Meet friends
Take a shortcut Children / Family outing
Picnic / barbecue Visit the play area
Get some fresh air Enjoy nature
For peace and quiet Play sports or games
For a walk Meet friends






percentage didn’t have any preference, but infact the preference for open parks was 
slightly higher. The summary of the results are shown in the figure below.  
Al Jahili Park Al Selimi Park 
Do you prefer open or gated parks? 
 
How would you rate the design and appearance of the park? 
  
How would you rate the standard of cleanliness and maintenance of the park and its 
facilities? 
  
How easy is it for you to get around the park using its pathways? 
  
What do you think about the range of visitor facilities available and to what level do they 




























































Figure 4.35: Questionnaire results (part 2) 
 
Open ended questions for the onsite respondents covered the following points: 
‘Why do you prefer this park?’ ‘Where is your favourite place to sit in the park and 
why?’ the open ended questions for the offsite interviews conducted focused on, why 
don’t they visit parks very often? Respondent’s answers to these questions were 
gathered analysed by coding repetitive phrases or expressions, unexpected expressions 
and explicitly important phrases. A sample of the coding and examples from the 
respondents from both parks and the offsite interviews are shown in the Table 4.3 
below.   
Table 4.1: Interview Coding Analysis 
Code   Examples from respondents (Jahili (JP), Selimi 
(SP) and offsite)  
Feelings (emotional 
state) 
Onsite JP Ex (1) south Asian labour avoid sitting close to 
families because they feel home sick and remember 
their own families back in their home countries 
JP Ex (2) prefer to sit away from the labour, to be 
relaxed 
SP Ex (1): like to come here because there are less 
men (labour). 
Offsite offsite Ex: I don’t go to public parks because there 






















Protection   JP Ex (1): park areas away from the main road 
SP Ex (1): fence makes it safer for my children 
SP Ex (1): It is quieter and safer 
Sitting Preferences   Onsite JP Ex (1) we prefer to sit away from the crowds for 
picnics or barbecues 
SP Ex (1): with a large groups we move away, 
more out of the way because we need more space 
JP Ex (1) I like to sit in shaded areas.  
SP Ex (1): the park has plenty of shaded green 
spaces to sit like under trees 
Offsite offsite Ex: Maybe I could think of going if defined 
family spaces were provided 
Activities   Onsite JP Ex (1): my favourite place to sit is close to play 
area to watch my children and I also like to meet 
new people… 
JP Ex (2) the park has a variety of facilities. 
JP Ex (2): I like to sit beside the fountain or the 
raised platform for a good look at the nature of the 
park and relax 
SP Ex (1): I like this close to the play area and 
supervise my children. 
SP Ex (2): The park is a good place for picnics and 
barbecues. 
Offsite offsite Ex:  don’t have good enough facilities and 
sitting areas 
Services   JP Ex (1): better café of food kiosk should be 
provided. 
SP Ex (1): the surrounding stores and restaurants 
help us collect all barbecue or picnic necessities 
immediately before we come and during the stay 
Accessibility   
 
 
JP Ex (1): I like sitting on the ledge or benches for 
rest and a fresh air on my way home 
SP Ex (1): no strange people around 






Several themes were drawn out from the interview coding analysis shown in 
the table below. These themes obtained from the analysis showed an impact on the 
physical and social use of the park spaces.  
Table 4.2: Interview Analysis (extracted themes) 
Code  Themes  
Feelings (emotional state) Labour visitors feel an emotional gap when seeing 
families  
families, females feel rather uncomfortable sitting close to 
men labour groups  
Protection  For visitors with children some level of enclosure 
influences their feeling of protection  
Areas close to the main roads are avoided for being less 
safer   
Sitting Preferences   park amenities which encourage diverse recreation are 
attracting spaces for sitting  
large tree canopies are preferable for sitting 
park spaces which provide good clear view to the nature of 
the park 
Activities   recreational spaces  
water features  
group meetings 
picnicking/ barbecuing  
Services  surrounding mixed use facilities encourage park visits 
Variety of food Kiosks help increase the social use of the 
space   
 
Accessibility  higher levels of openness attract unplanned park visits  
lower levels of public accessibility control the type of park 







The questionnaire analysis provided a further understanding of the people use and 
opinions of the park space from their point of view. The key finding from the 
questionnaire could be summarised to the following points: 
o Open parks attract more distant visitors and unplanned visits 
o Levels of enclosure were perceived as higher levels of safety, and more 
peaceful environment 
o The findings also indicated a social conflict between users related to people’s 
internal feelings. These included feelings of fear or discomfort.  
o Sitting selection were related to people’s desired level of privacy. 
 
 
4.4 Tests of Independence between Variables 
General trends were identified from the observations through the visitors’ 
characteristics and their frequency of visits per park.  Statistical tests were used to test 
whether there is a relationship between the different levels of enclosure of the parks 
and any of the identified explanatory (categorical variables). The statistical tests 
performed to identify the relationships were based on the Chi square tests. Apparently, 
the observed data is count data which implies that comparing means using T-tests will 
not appropriate. The results of the chi tests are shown in Table 4.3.  
Table 4.3: Chi-Square Tests of Independence 





Gender 15.80 15.79 1 0.0000 






Activity 12.18 12.68 1 0.0000 
Clustering 15.92 15.26 3 0.001 
 
 
At 5% level of significance all variables are significant (P < 0.05). This 
implies that a relationship does exist between the response variable (park type) and 
all the explanatory variables indicated in the table.  
4.5 Summary  
In this chapter, data analysis and study results have been presented. Occupancy 
patterns and interviews revealed visitors’ main attraction and activities. In depth 
analysis of the demographic data and park use was explored and presented through 
behavioural maps. The chi-square test performed did indicate a significant 
relationship between the categorical variables and the park type of different level of 
enclosure. Research findings will be discussed in the next chapter. The implication of 







Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion  
This chapter will be devoted to discuss the research analysis and findings.  The 
chapter also provides an overview of the study, design recommendations. Finally, the 
main conclusions will be highlighted in addition to the research limitations and future 
research.   
The aim of the study was to investigate the impact of different levels of enclosure and 
other physical park characteristics on the park visitors’ patterns. The time and duration of 
their visits and the interactions between different groups of visitors were all factors 
considered. The data used in the study included field observations and interviews with 
park users. GIS mapping tools were then used to answer the following research questions: 
5. How could the different levels of enclosure affect park use and users? 
6. How could the design of parks affect people’s main gathering nodes? 
7. How are the people’s activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 
8. To what extent are the design characteristics of a public park and type of users 
related?  
The two settings investigated in this research are Al Jahili and Al Selimi. Common 
factors between the two sites are: park type, both located close to the city centre and 
both being located in area of high population densities. Below are short summaries of 
the two parks followed by a discussion of the major findings related to the physical 








Al Jahili Park 
Al Jahili Park is an open park along the main road. The park is located in Al 
Jahili district, which is one of the oldest districts close to the city centre. The park is 
surrounded by medium to low residential housing on the east and southern side and a 
Rotana hotel on the west. Park visitors who dominated the park space were Arabs and 
south Asians. The park visits are relatively low during the weekdays but reach their 
peak on Friday evenings.  
The analysis from the behavioural maps showed that, park corners and edges 
away from the main road are also nodes for family picnics. A large number of visitors 
are attracted to play areas, where children would play and parents would supervise and 
picnic. According to a number of the interviewed visitors, play areas were also places 
where they made new friends. Large tree canopies and vegetated spaces, the eastern 
and southern areas, are also attractive areas for picnicking. The raised platform (the 
middle of the park), was also another attractive space for meeting friends or having a 
rest. The park also experiences short visits or pass by visits were more frequently. One 
interviewee noted that he sometimes stops on his way home.  
Al Selimi Park 
Al Selimi Park is one of the oldest gated parks in Al-Ain. The park is located 
in between the Central district and Al Jimi district. The park is adjacent to Zayed 
central library, and medium to low residential zones on the east and south. The park is 
also surrounded by commercial services (restaurants, grocery shop) on the west. 
Similar to Al Jahili Park, Al Selimi Park is also mostly visited on weekends especially 






south Asian families dominate the park, with a low percentage of the other nationalities 
and no westerners. Interestingly the park consists of a higher number of females 
compared to males.  
The most attractive areas obviously are play areas and shaded areas close the 
fenced edge, where children would play and family picnic. Barbecues areas are also 
attractive areas for family and friend gatherings.  The surrounding services such as a 
grocery stores opposite to the park also played a role in encouraging park use. Many 
interviewees noted that the grocery store is a good support for arranging picnics or 
barbecues.  
 
5.1 Research Findings  
Physical characteristics and park use:  
The study revealed a number of characteristics which attracted visitors. These 
characteristics included: accessibility, and proximity, the diversity of park features, 
landscaping and shading and services and space. In general the findings parallel 
previous research on parks use. One of the uncommon characteristics discussed in 
earlier research as an attractive characteristic for park visits was enclosure.  
Research findings indicated that the enclosure or the gated environment of Al 
Selimi Park was, in fact, one of the main elements that attracted its visitors according 
to the visitors themselves. It was frequently linked to safety, security and higher levels 
of privacy.  Direct observations indicated that this high level of park enclosure had a 
direct influence on the type of users and uses. Observations showed that unlike Al 






The type of activities were also influenced by the enclosure. Observations 
showed that the number of visitors interested in active use as (walking, cycling,..) are 
less in the fenced park. Other forms and levels of enclosure included medium high 
walls or bushes. Behavioural maps from Al-Jahili showed that different levels of 
enclosure and such as low walls and medium high bushes also showed the tendency to 
attract visitors. The findings were consistent with previous research on the relation 
between enclosure and safety and how physical enclosure is an important determinant 
of feeling safe in environments (Stamps, 2005). 
The collected data also showed that the type of user clustering and groups size 
were found to be higher in the fenced park. As previously addressed, open 
environments are more welcoming and invite more visitors. The higher levels of 
enclosure to some extent privatized the park space and unintentionally excluded 
singles and single bachelor male visitors. 
These discussed findings related to the social conflict and territorial behaviour 
and they respond to the following research questions: 
How could the different levels of enclosure affect park use and users? 
To what extent are the design characteristics of a public park and type of users related? 
Social Qualities and Park Use  
The social life of the parks, Al Jahili in particular, experiences a social conflict 
between the Arabs including the Emirati locals and the low-income south Asians (also 
referred to as labour). This contrast is visible through the occupancy patterns, the main 
activity node of Arabs (families and female groups) and male groups of low-income 






Behavioural maps showed that Arabs activities (picnicking or barbecuing) 
would congregate closer together to edges or corners close to play areas.  South Asians 
groups favoured open and exposed spaces as sitting or lying on raised platform in the 
middle of the park and other open grassed areas. These spaces were characterized by 
an overall open view to the entire space. Park facilities close to the raised platform was 
the fountain. 
This difference in the main gathering nodes represented through the 
behavioural maps was explained through the interviews conducted by being related to 
people’s emotional feelings. On one side, interviews with Arabs and Emiratis and 
female Asians (Filipinos) confirmed this contrast and frequently noted the desire to 
stay distant. For some, it was considered one of the reasons for not visiting public 
parks. For south Asians (labour), one believed that the low-income south Asians prefer 
sitting away from family groups because they remind them of their families left behind 
in their home countries.  
In fact, this emotional reasoning could justify the absence of these groups 
(labour groups) from the gated case (Al Selimi Park), which was found to be more 
favorable for families according to the data collected.    
The study through its seating patterns clearly showed a preference of some park 
visitors to sit in spots which are somehow out of site. The behaviour was witnessed in 
both parks similarly. This territorial behaviour according to visitors through the 
conducted interviews emerges from their tendency to personalize their space, and 






Common features of these spaces in both parks observed in the study were, 
good levels of shading, tree canopies and vegetation (aligned bushes). They also tend 
to be at far edges and corners of the parks. Their selected areas have an inner character 
by being away from most amenities and crowds.  
The behaviour is also found to be linked to group sizes and type of clustering 
(groups and family).  In general, patterns showed that the larger the group sizes (over 
8 individuals) the greater the desire for higher privacy. Medium sized groups (5-7 
individuals) smaller groups of (up to 4 individuals) on the contrary occupy spaces 
closer to active areas, with only a few meters away from one another. Among the 
smaller groups of (up to 4 individuals), Arabs and south Asians have the lowest 
personal space and tend to favour to sit close to people from their similar culture, 
unlike Asians.  
Facilities and park use  
Exploring the variation of park use among the different features revealed 
noteworthy associations. Analysis revealed that the most attractive park features which 
encouraged the social interaction of the park are the play areas. In both parks play areas 
held the highest concentration of activities on most timings during the week. It is also 
important to mention that play areas are the only park features that attracted the highest 
diversity of visitors from different genders, age and ethnicity. This finding matches 
previous research findings on activity setting and park use (Baran et al., 2013). Other 
activities in Al Jahili Park occurred at raised platform and the fountain area.  
Services such as a grocery stores opposite Al Selimi Park were found to be 






grocery store is a good support for arranging picnics or barbecues or if anything was 
missing. Observations and statistical analysis also showed a higher preference for open 
fountain designs by 82 %. These conclusion matches the types of design and 
programming strategies of attracting diversity of use are also found in William 
Whyte’s recommendations for generating use of public places by providing amenities, 
such as cafes, that enhance the social image and use of an area. The findings also match 
Whyte’s findings about the effectiveness of water elements where people can reach 
out and touch the water (Whyte, 1980). 
These discussed findings related to the social conflict and territorial behaviour 
respond the following research questions: 
• How could the design of parks affect people’s main gathering nodes? 
• How are the people’s activities encouraged or affected by the park design and 
features? 
 
5.2 Design Recommendations 
Findings in this research identified a positive relation between high levels 
enclosure and gender and group clustering by attracting more female and family 
visitors. However, observations also showed differences related to the type of activity 
and type of users and levels of enclosure. Relating this to the visitors’ main gathering 
nodes previously presented and discussed. Based on the findings, it is recommended 
to balance the need for enclosure (for safety issues) without sacrificing the publicity 
and diverse use of the public park through good connectivity to its surroundings. This 
could be achieved by varying the different levels of enclosure depending on the 






areas utilized by family and children may require higher level of enclosure. Other park 
spaces could be left open or with a slightly enclosed to attract more visitors. An 
example of for a balance in enclosure for different park zones is shown in the drawing 
below. The example shows how some level of enclosure created be lowering passively 
used area as the play and family area. The enclosure not only defined the area but it 
also be utilized by providing a variety of seating spaces such as wide seating platforms. 
 
Figure 5.1: Play and family area zones 
 
The study showed that seating patterns (locations) were related to both the 
shade and personal space. Seating types and locations were also related to the type and 
length of stays. Due to the fact that most park visitors are groups and engaged in social 
interaction, lined benches are only used by few number of visitors. William Whyte 
addresses the importance of providing a variety of sitting spaces noting that it was also 






tend to sit in the sun if the temperature is comfortable; but, people like the option of 
sitting in the shade when there is sun” (Whyte, 1980).  
One of the vital and important feature for a public park are the variety of 
seating. Seating analysis showed that movable chairs and sitting on the grass in shaded 
areas are the most favourable type of seating’s arrangements for the park visitors. 
Analysis also showed a preference of sitting close to edges with some level of height. 
Sitting alternatives could be seat walls, picnic tables, benches and movable outdoor 
furniture (Figure 5.2). Seat walls could be used as a seating alternative which will 
make a proper use of the wall. Picnic tables for families shaded by a large pavilion 
could be designed close to the play areas, where most families sit. Large shaded picnic 
tables should also be provided for barbecue area. Small kiosks for renting park 




Stepped seat wall from high line park. Source: 
photo by Iwan Baan, 2011, from 
http://www.e-architect.co.uk/new-york/high-
line-park   
Shaded picnic tables from Humboldt Park 
Beer Garden patrons. Source: 
https://bayviewcompass.com/humboldt-
park-beer-garden-revives-old-milwaukee-








An Example of a Private barbecue area from 
Greenway Central park. Source: 
http://www.visitmoretonbayregion.com.au/lis
ting/greenway-central-park-narangba/ 
Figure 5.2: Recommended examples for park seating 
 
Behavioural maps from both parks showed many left over or unused space. 
Amenities such as sports courts and café’s, or food kiosks with open sitting space 
which will satisfy different classes could be recommended for the unused park spaces. 
Such amenities will also provide more opportunities for optional activities such as 
sitting, walking and playing around (Gehl, 1987). Also, they would activate the park 
space which could also reduce any feelings of discomfort or nostalgia. Figure 5.3 show 
a few examples. 
  







In this regard, it is recommended to expand the Starbucks café located in Al 
Jahili more towards the park. Mapping analysis showed low use of the space close to 
the café. Therefore, it is suggested to provide outdoor shaded sitting spaces to activate 
the surrounding park space. Visible outdoor sitting spaces will attract more visitors 
and unplanned visits to the park. It is also suggested to provide sports courts to 
encourage more physical activities. Other food kiosk activities with more sitting spaces 
are also recommended. The expansion of activities and new facilities in the park will 
also reduce the dispersal sense of the park as mentioned from one of the respondents 
through the interviews. Suggested positions for the recommendations are shown in 
Figure 5.6.  
 
 







Additional park amenities recommended for Al Selimi Park are facilities such 
as, an additional café and sports courts. In addition to the café already existing in the 
park, it is recommended to add a small café on the main road side to increase the 
number of park visitors. Due to the low level of physical activity in the park as 
discussed previously, it is also recommended to provide sports courts to make use of 
the unused space and encourage more physical activity in this park as well. 













5.3 Design Guidelines 
A number of guidelines were recommended based on the outcomes of this 
research effort. The next few paragraphs provide a summary of the recommended 
guidelines.  
In reference to the research findings related to the variety of seating, Seatwalls 
were among the recommendations. Providing seatwalls in a variety of arrangements 
while considering the needs of the different user groups (Figure 5.6). These seating 
could be used at the passive park area overlooking other park facilities. The seating 
should face pleasing views of open green areas. Since factors as the degrees of sun, 
shade, and wind protection have an important impact on the parks use, the 
microclimate in should be carefully considered. Seating arrangement should consider: 
o Shading quality  
o Orientation: views, north direction  
o Lines of configuration  
o Landscape   
• The height of the seat walls could vary from 30 to 40 cm in order to suit all age 
groups.  







Figure 5.6: Sitting Arrangements  
 
Regarding the research findings related to the enclosure preferences and unused 
edges. Design guidelines for park edges was concerned with different methods to 
achieve appropriate enclosure. This based on the research findings was found to be 
related on the different type of park facilities or zoning. The guidelines also considered 
different methods to promote the use of the unused park edges.   
• Selective retail open to both directions or seating attempts to blur the edges 
between pedestrian and park space. Such attempts will at the edges of open 
unused park spaces will attract more visitors. 
• A maximum wall height of 2 meters is recommended for the park areas close 
passive recreational park spaces. This will increase the levels security for these 







Figure 5.7: Guidelines for park edges 
 
5.4 Conclusion  
The purpose of this research was to investigate people’s behavioural 
satisfactions towards different physical characteristics of park designs. The main goal 
of the research was achieved through an exploration of the effects of several factors 
on park visits. These included an understanding of how park physical characteristics 
affect the demographics of park visitors, the time and duration of visits and the 
interactions between different groups of visitors. In the long run, this study aims to 
provide professionals with a practical guide that can be developed to assist in the 
design of parks. The research findings are expected to supplement the established 
series of guidelines outlined by “The Abu Dhabi Public Realm Design Manual” to 
improve the quality of public parks.  
In relation to the levels of enclosure, findings showed a strong correlation 
between enclosure and gender, activity and clustering. Research results also show that 






neighbourhoods away from the park. Other physical park features that attracted users 
are good levels of shading, tree canopies, vegetation (aligned bushes) and play areas.  
The research also showed interesting results related to the sociability among 
the different users and park use. Findings from the behavioural maps and interviews 
surprisingly revealed how issues related to a visitor’s personal feelings could control 
or direct their behaviour and use of space. In addition, research outcomes also 
highlighted issues related to differences in visitors’ desired levels of personal space 
and territorial behaviour among different user groups. Observations clearly showed 
that higher levels of desired personal space were linked to physical characteristics such 
as vegetation. 
A key finding from this research is linked to the presence of Emirati citizens in 
parks. Despite the high percentage of Emirati citizens in Al Ain (42% of Abu Dhabi’s 
Emirati population), their presence at parks was relatively low. Interviews conducted 
with a number of Emirati citizens attributed this absence to the presence of men and 
labourers. Yet observations results showed that even with the absence of these single 
bachelor groups in the fenced park, there was no significant change in the number of 
the Emirati visitors.  
Based on the analysis conducted in this thesis, the absence of Emiratis could 
be attributed to two factors. The first factor is that the majority of Emirati residents 
live at the peripheries of the city, which could limit their park visits. Another factor 
could be linked to their housing configuration. The majority of Emirati citizens live in 
large scaled villa compounds which include their large private gardens. However, 






The use of the chi-square tests in this research revealed statistically significant 
relations between the social characteristics (demographics) and the physical 
characteristics as enclosure and other design features.  
In general, research outcomes could provide valuable empirical information 
which could be used in various urban design decision related to the design of parks. 
Rather than relying on intuitive and subjective judgment with respect to how visitors 
experience different park characteristics, such as levels of enclosure, this research has 
provided an in-depth quantifiable analysis. 
5.5 Research Limitations and Shortcomings  
As with any research work, this thesis has a few limitations, some of which could be 
addressed in future research. 
1. Due to the limited resources and logistics the study was restricted to only two 
cases from Al Ain city. However the research results are encouraging and have 
the potential to be extended to other parks covering the UAE as whole.  
2. Due to time limitations the research the data of this study was collected during 
the late spring period. An extended observation period covering a larger sample 
size would provide a better understanding of park use.  
3. Ethnographic study would provide a better understanding about the different 
users and their motivations for visiting parks and other issues.   
4. A larger sample of the offsite interviews would have provided a better 






5.6 Future Research 
A specific recommendation for future research is to investigate the low 
presence of the Emirati population in public parks. This issue is in fact very important, 
since that it may be related to the local identity of the city. Thus the matter requires in-
depth exploration and discussions with the Emirati population to understand their 
concerns and public life preferences. The outcomes of such investigation would 
contribute to the government’s vision and planning council officials in improving the 
quality of its public realm. Carmona (2010) addressed the importance of understanding 
the relationship between the people and their environment and believed that it is a 
necessary component for urban design. 
Another opportunity for future research is an in depth investigation on the use 
of the peripheral facilities at the parks analysed in this thesis. For instance, the 
Starbucks café in Al Jahili Park seems to attract a large number of visitors. The café 
mainly serves as a drive through and is located at the outer edge of the park. 
Investigating its level of usage could help understand whether having such a facility at 
the park has a positive impact on general park usage.  
Accommodating diversity is a critical issue affecting many parts of the world. 
With regard to park usage in Al Ain future research should explore the issue of some 
users being excluded from park use.  Therefore, future in-depth investigation of 
different user perceptions and use of public parks is essential. Low, emphasised the 
importance of protecting and sustaining an urban public realm to attract, support, and 






Further, understanding of people’s use of space through visual analysis is also 
another possibility for future research. This could include tracking people use from 
video recordings using toolkit application as (TSPS). Another method is tracking 
repetitive user patterns through photos.   
Another opportunity for future research is to translate the developed design 
guidelines in the research into general policies. 
Finally, future research could also work on performing logistic regression to 
model the set of explanatory variables for a park type. The logistic regression is 
generally used to describe and test the relationship between the set of the explanatory 
variables (Gender, Activity, age…) and the response variable (park type). For 
example, Baran et al., (2013) used Heterogeneous negative binomial regression 
models in investigating the park use of youth and adults and examining the individual, 
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Appendix A: Supplementary Tables  
A.1: Summary of the overall recorded observations 
 Al Jahili Total visitors 
1451 
Al Selimi Total visitors 
690 
 Count  Percentage Count  Percentage 
Female 630 43% 370 54% 
Male 821 57% 320 46% 
     
Child 285 20% 179 26% 
Teenagers 199 14% 118 17% 
Adults 939 65% 372 54% 
Elderly  28 2% 21 3% 
     
Arab 972 67% 522 76% 
Asian  150 10% 55 8% 
South Asian 207 14% 97 14% 
Westerners 68 5% 0 0% 
Emirati 35 2% 13 1.9% 
     
Singles 173 12% 14 2% 
Group 346 24% 205 30% 
Family  649 45% 388 56% 
     
Sitting 735 51% 358 52% 
Walking  219 15% 22 3% 
Cycling 39 3% 7 1% 
Playing 270 19% 194 28% 
Standing 78 5% 71 10% 
Taking pics 43 3% 6 1% 
Lying 67 5% 22 3% 
     
Active 528 36% 189 25% 
Passive 923 64% 466 75% 
     
G2 86 6% 15 2% 
G3 51 4% 40 6% 
G4 36 2% 45 7% 
G5 10 1% 68 10% 
G6 9 1% 55 8% 
G7 8 1% 85 12% 
G8 10 1% 90 13% 
G9 0 0% 8 1% 
G10 3 0.2% 2 0.3% 




G12 1 0.1% 1 0.1% 
 
Table A.1: Park observations 
Appendix B: Interview Documents 














































A.B.2 Survey Questionnaire 
Park Name:   
Part A: About your visits 
A1.	How	often	do	you	visit	the	park?															 	؟العامة الحدیقةكم مره تزور 
Seldom	or	never	 	 	نادرا أو أبدا
Once	a	month																																																																																										 	مرة واحدة في الشھر
Once	every	2	weeks																																																																												 				مرة واحدة كل أسبوعین












	 بمفردك او  للحدیقةھل تقوم بالذھاب 
	 ؟مع مجموعھ
Alone	 	 	وحدك






؟العامة زیارتك للحدیقةم بھا عند والتي تق األنشطةما ھي  	











	ممارسة الریاضة أو األلعاب
	
	 Children	/	Family	outing	
	نزھة مع األطفال / األسرة
	
Get	some	fresh	air	






























Part B: About the Park 
	

























































كیف تقیم سھولة المرور و االنتقال بعن 





















مقاعد  مقاھي، االلعاب،كیف تقیم الخدمات (
و الى  بالحدیقة الموجودة طاوالت)للجلوس و 







































C2 Gender?   النوع؟ 
    Female  
أنثى                                                            
         
   Male     
ذكر                                                                    
         
 
 
C3. Ethnic group? ؟الجنسیة 
    Arab     
عربي                                                               
       
   South Asian جنوب     
 آسیا                                                     
   Western    
 غربي                                                                
   African   
أفریقي            
      
   Asian   
آسیوي                                                              
     
   Other غیر       
ذلك                                                               
     
 
 
C4 what best describes you Profession?   ؟المھنة 
Self-Employed   عمل خاص 
Student   طالب 
Government Employee   موظف حكومي 
Private sector Employee  موظف قطاع خاص 










 Why do you prefer this park? Where is your favourite place to 
sit in the park? 
Code 
R1 I like to come to this park because it’s close to where I live. Its 
easily accessible and welcoming, has enough space and variety of 
facilities. my best sitting areas are under trees or at bushes close to 
play areas 
Diversity of park facilities  
shade 
row of bushes 
R2 I come to this park because it has a large spaces, I mostly prefer to 
sit close to the inner edges of the park away from the main road and 
away from the labour. Not that I hate them its just that I sometimes 
don’t find comfortable  
Park inner edges (away from 
the main road) 
Class conflict  
 
R3 It has lots of shaded areas….  
my favourite place to sit is close to play area to watch my children 
and I also like to meet new people… 
I do see a conflict between families and labour in the park 
gatherings. I think south Asian labour avoid sitting close to families 
because they feel home sick and remember their own families back 
in their home countries  
shaded areas 
play area (social meeting) 
emotional conflict  
R5 in most cases I sit in shaded areas close to the play area. I met new 
people at the playgrounds watching her child play 
Social interactions  
Park facilities (play area) 
shade 
R6 I come with my family that she enjoys having picnics around the 
playground to be closer to her children. but sometimes we move to 
the edges to look for more privacy 
Park facilities (play area)  
privacy  
R7 I like to sit on the raised platform along with his friends, best place 
to look around whole park 
Raised platform 
Observation  
R8 I prefer to sit in more sheltered places like under trees or at bushes 
or edges to stay out of the way. away from the centre not to be so 
exposed 
Personal space 
Shelters (privacy) and bushes 
(vegetated edges) 
 
R10 The good this about it is that it has enough space. I come with my 
family and friends, we prefer to sit away from the crowds for 




R12 Consider the park as a good place to relax, watch others, and meet 
people I like to sit at play areas under trees (shaded areas). raised 
platform ledge is also nice when not a lot of labour are around  
Shade  
Class conflict  
Park features (raised platform) 
R13 It’s not very far from where I live. I come here with my family for 
picnic regularly during weekends and watch my children play, so I 
usually sit at bushes not very far from play areas . better café of 
food kiosok should be provided.  




R14 its easily accessible, has enough space for walking. I like to sit 
beside the fountain or the raised platform for a good look at the 
nature of the park and relax 
Park characteristics 




R13 I like sitting on the ledge or benches for rest and a fresh air on my 
way home 






 Why do you prefer this park? Where is your favourite place 
to sit in the park? 
Code 
R1 I prefer this park because it’s close to where I live, it’s safer for 
my children. I like this close to the play area when alone with my 
children. But somewhere at the edge under trees when I am with a 
group.  
safety  
park facilities (play area) 
edge 
shade 
R2 “I come to this park because its fenced and this makes it more 
peaceful and quiet” and there are less men (labour). My favourite 
place to sit is close to the play area or along the edge. 
safety  
gender and class conflict  
play area  
edges 
fence (enclosure) 
R3 it close to where I live. has plenty of shaded spaces to sit I come 
here with my children and being fenced makes it safer”  
park characteristic (safe) 
 
R4 It is quieter and safer and less labour around here. On the benches 
but If I am on a picnic I sit at the edge of the park close to the 
play area.  
quieter and safer 
class conflict  
play area  
R5 
 
less labour come to this park this makes it more relaxing and the 
fence makes it safer for my children. Because most of the visitors 
are families I don’t mind sitting anywhere. under a tree great 
class conflict  
shade 
safety  
R6 more of a family like environment and safer, no odd people 
around  
safety 
R7 Better security and less labour. By best place to sit is at the play 
area. but if I am with a large groups we move away, more out of 
the way because we need more space.  




R8 I come here with my family and sometimes friends for picnic 
regularly during weekends, the grocery store across the road is a 
great service when for any needs”. Because it’s usually a large 
group we like to have our own space 
services  
personal space  
 
R9 The park as a good place for picnics and barbecues “the 
surrounding stores and restaurants help us collect all barbecue or 
picnic necessities immediately before we come. If it’s a small 
group my family and I to sit close to the play areas. otherwise we 
prefer the barbecue area for the barbecues  
services  
barbecue area 
R10 I come for large picnics with my family and friends. I usually 
prefer to sit some away from the major crowding’s for more space 
and a little privacy  
personal space  
R11 I come to this park to meet my friends here because it’s fenced, 
there aren’t a lot of men teenagers nor labours. We like to sit at 
the edge of play areas  
class and gender conflicts  
play area 
edge 
R12 I like to come to this park because it’s close to where I live, safer 
for my children. Most of the visitors are families this makes it 
more comfortable. We mostly like to sit not very far from the play 
area on the fence side or corners 
physical characteristic  
safety  
play area  









R1 I don’t go to public parks because there are so many men 
(labour) in them. Maybe I could think of going if defined 
family spaces were provided  
class conflict  





R3 there’s usually a lot of men there which makes it not very 
comfortable specially the labour  
gender and class conflict  
R4 I live far from most of them. some have lots of the men 
(labour) and many others don’t have good enough facilities 
and sitting areas 
class conflict 




Appendix C: Supplementary Figures   
A.1: Behavioural map analysis for a selection of timings   
 
  









































   




















































































Figure A. 13: Al Selimi weekend evening ethnicity analysis 
 
